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SIJMMARY

Between 1965 and 1975, there was considerable interest in radio

purses produced by extensive air showers. I?¡e main interest was

centred on the expectation that studies of these p:lses might reveal

tt¡e nature of the high energy primary cosmic rays. A theory, based on

t]¡e deflection of shower particles by the earthrs magnetic field hras

developed, and proved successful in explaining features of the

radiation at frequencÍes above 20 MHz. Hotn/ever, below this frequency

there htas gross disagreement between the theoretical prediction that

the prlse amplitude would fa1l to zeyo at low frequencies, and a

number of experimental measurements of very high pulse amplítudes.

T?ris project !"as conceived with the aim of determining the origin of

these pulses.

A series of experiments was performed at a frequency of 2 lrtIlz, but

neither these experiments, nor the analysis of a previously

unpublished 3.6 MHz experíment showed the presence of any signal.

tÞper limits, of the order of one-tenth of the previéusly reported

field strengths were established.

However, experiments performed at 100 KHz confirmed the presence of

variable, and on occasion very large, signals. Although the observing

perÍod was severely limited by these variations, the relationships of

pulse amplit.ude to shower size and core distance were established. No

indication of the nature of the production mechanism was found.
I

However, it is suggested that the variations observed at 100 KHz

extend to higher freguencies and are thus responsíble for the confused

sÍtuation at frequencies near 2 MHzr and also some apparently

anomalous results at higher frequencies.



Ttris thesis also includes a description of work carried out in

connection with the air shower detector used in ttre above experiments.

A system was designed and built. to record data from this array on

magnetic tape, and tl¡is was subsequently improvecl and extended to

cater for more detectors. Some calculations were made to explore the

capabilities of the array, how these capabilities can best be ul'sedt

and ttre optimun siting of additional detectors.
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CHAPTER O{E

INTRODUCTION

I¡rtren I was young, Cebes, I had an
extraordinary passion for that branch of
learning wLrich is called natural science;
I t.hor-rght it would be marvellous to know
the causes for which each thing comes and
goes and continues to be.

Until at last I came to the conclusion
that I was unique}y unfitted for this
form of inquiry.

Socrates

1.1 The Rise and Fall of Radio Pulses from Extensive Air Showers

In a strort paper published in 1965 [1], Jelley et aI. announced that

following the theoretical prediction of Askaryan l2l, raclio pulses

emitted by extensive air showers had been observecl.

The summarised results of the early experiments t3l show many of the

features that were to recur in later experiments. Only a few of the

showers detected had c1ear, unarnbiguous radio pulses associated with

them; for the vast majority of the showers detected' the presence of

radio pulses could only be inferred by rintegratinE' a large nunber of

events. Some parts of the experÍments (e.9. an attempt to measure

polarisation) were inconclusive, ancl it was clear that many questions

could not be answered unless information about the shower particles

was knov¡r. Ttre topic seemed to be rather a backwater in cosmic ray

research.
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However, the result created'a good deal of interest; 202 of al1

papers presented at rAir Shower' sessions of the 1971 International

Conference on Cosmic Rays vrere concerned with radio pulses. To

understand the reasons, we should look at the state of high energy

cosmic ray research at the time.

One of Lhe maín areas of interest was the behaviour of the high

energy end of the cosmic ray spectrun, for it had been predicted t}lat

the spectrum might cut off sharply at energies above SxtOl9 eV as a

result of inLeractions with the microwave background radiation t4l.

However, although the statistics were poor, the only measurement in

this range appeared to show a flattening, not a steepening of the

spectrum [5], and so the first results of the large air shower

detectors at Haverah Park and Sycìney rvere eagerly awaited. Ttre wait

would be a long one, however, for even the gÍant Sydney arrayt $rith 32

pairs of detectors over an area of 40 sq.km, would take a nunber of

years to col-Iect sufficient events to allow the spectrum above 1Ol9

eV to be determíned accurately. Tt¡ere was thus a good deal of

interest in techniques vftich would enable air showers to be detected

cheaply over large areas, and it was hoped that the radio emission

phenomena would provide such a technique.

SeveraL attempts were made to detect showers solely by means of

their radio emission 16,71, but only limited success was reported, for

the pulses were difficult to detect above the background noise. Às

the fairly limited lateral spread of the radio signal become clear (a

few hundred metres at a few tens of lvfHz t8l ) it became apparent that

the spacing of receivers requirecì for air shower detection would be

much less than that used by conventional particle detecting arrayst
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and all hopes of detecting air showers purely by radio means lrtere

abandoned.

Despite this disappointment, interest in radío work was maintained.

The reason for this is to be found in the other major question of high

energy cosmic ray research: what is the composition of the primary

particles?

Below about 1015 eV the cosmic ray primaries are abundant enough

to be observed directly in cìetectors flown above the atmosphere, and

these experiments show that near 1012 eV the majority of prirnaries

are protons, with some (15?) helium and a small amount ( about 28) of

heavier nuclei; at higher energies this heavy component appears to

increase t9l. However, above lO15 eV the cosmic ray primaries are

far too rare to be detected in this way, and so the nature of the

primary must be inferred from measurements on the cascade of secondary

particles (cal1ed an extensive air shower, EAS) produced as it

traverses the atmosphere. One line of approach is base<l on the

expectation that changes of composition wi11, inter aIia, result in

changes in the height at which the nunber of secondary particles

reaches a maximum. As the maximum radio emission will come from this

regionr the resulting radio puIse, and particularly its lateral

distribution is expected to show corresponding changes. It v¿âs this

aim, that is, of identifying the nature of the primary cosmic rays by

means of a study of the lateral distributions of the radio prlses

produced by the resulting extensive air showers, that sustainecl the

impetus in this research.

1\ro groups, at Haverah Park and Moscow, were at the forefront of

this research; other groups made important contributions, particularly
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to the understanding of the production mechanisms, but were in general

handicapped by their limited shower detection facilities. The

experiments were difficult, for the backgrouncl noise masks many of the

R¡lses, but in 1973 (eight years after the discovery) r the work

appeared to be reaching fruition, for both the Moscow and Haverah Park

groups reported that variations in lateral distribution were

apparentlybeing observed [I0, 11]. In 1975t the position was

reversed: both groups announced their retirement from the field, (fot

reasons discussed in chapter 2), without being able to draw firm

conclusions about the primary maSS . After ten years of activity, the

study of radio pulses from extensive air showers v¡as abandoned tl2l.

L.2 Low Freguency Radio tnission from Extensive Air Showers

Ttris project is not, however, concerned directly with either of

these major questions , viz. the spectrum or composition, but witl't an

aprparent discrepancy between theory and experiment" It¡e theory

developed to explain the radio emission has successfully withstood

many experirnental tests at frequencies above 20 MHz t131. Hovrever,

below 6 MHz there have been several reports of high field strengthst

very much greater than tLrose observed above 20 ltftIz. These are in

compleLe disagreement with the theory, which predicLs that the field

strength should approach zero at these low frequencies t141. This

project was conceived with the aim of resolving this paradox.

1.3 The Astrophysical Problem

As a tool for the investigation of the cosmic ray composition, noise
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problems were expected to limit the usefulness of the technique to

energies above about 1017 eV. Ttris energy regÍon is very

interesting astrophysically. At 1ow energies, direct measurement of

such features of the cosmic ray flux as isotope ratios, and abundances

of elements (particularly Li, Be and B) are possible, and have enabled

estimates of the source composition, and the amount of interstellar

material traversed by the cosmic rays to be ma<le. With this data, and

the fact that these cosmic rays can be constrained to the galaxy by

magnetic fields, ancl given the nr-unber of plausible sources of the

racliation (pulsars, Supernovae, galactic nucleus, etc.) iL is

relatively easy, at least on general energetic grounds, to account for

the observed cosmic ray flux t151. (This does not, of eourse, make it

easy to choose tLre right explanation.)

Theories of the origin of the cosmic ray component above about

1019 eV, however, have (in the past) all been faced with an apparent

paradox, based on two experimental observations. Ttrey were firstlyt

that the energy spectrum apparently continued on above t020 eV with

no sign of a cut off [16], and secondly, that the flux was apparently

isotropic t17l.

The first observation was interpreted as evidence that the sources

of these cosrnic rays are relatively 1oca1 (i.e. within about 4 x

ô2
10¿rm) for they would otherwise have lost most of their energy

through photo - nìêsot't production Ínteractions with the microwave

background (for proton primaries) or thror-qh photodisintegration (for

heavy primaries) during the journey from their source [4].

On the other hand, the second observation seemecì to preclude their

origin in this galaxy. A proton will have a curved trajectory in the
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interstellar magnetic field of about 3 x 10

of 1020 eV its radius of curvature will be

-10T, but for an energy

about Lo2lm, and as

this is large with respect to ttre galactic dimensions (cf. disk

thickness -l0l9m) any departure from rectilinear propagation will

be srnal1. Therefore, as the sun is by no means in a central location

in the galaxy, the sources woulc1 be presumed to be non-uniformly

distributed around us, resulting in an anisotropic cosmic ray f1ux.

there were two generally popular explanations of this apparent

paradox. The first r¡/as to assume that the cosmic rays do originate in

tÌ¡e galaxy, and are subsequently traprped in its neighbourhoo<l'

becoming so mixed thrat any original anisotropy is lost [15]. The

trapping is accomplished by magnetic fields, eíther in the galactic

disk, or more probably, in a large region surrounding the galaxy (the

galactic halo). Ttre most severe problem of this theory is that it is

difficult to confine the highest energy cosmic rays to the 9aLaxy'

even with a ha1o. Ttre problem is considerably reduced, however, íf

the cosmic ray particles are heavy nuclei, for then their radius of

curvature in the galactic field is reduced, by a factor equal to the

atomic number, from that of a proton of equal energy. Here, then' was

a pori\¡erful motive for the determination of primary massr for if it

could be shown that the ultra high energy particles \fere protons' a

galactíc containment theory r.r¡culd become untenable. Even v¡ith heavy

primaries, however, galactic origin tL¡eories sti1l face problems'

particularly in regard to the diffusion of particles between the disl<

and halo, for ít appears that only a small fraction of the cosmic rays

vytrich enter the halo from the disk will ever return to the disk [IB].

For these and other reasons there vtas Some support for an

extra-gal-actic origin theory, where the bulk of the highest energy
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cosmic rays originate outside our galaxy and propagate through

inter-galacLic space to us [I8]. Tt¡is theory also removed some of the

problems of constructing a model of the acceleration processes, for

now such active objects as radio galaxies or Seyfert nuclei could be

postulaLe<l as sources, instead of our rather ordÍnary spiral galaxy.

Its major clrawback was that the amount of energy req.¡ired to fill al.l

of internalactic space with the cosnic ray density observed near the

sun r,uould be eg:ivalent to about 3 x 10-4 of the total mass observed

in galaxies [15], and it is difficult to imagine any mechanism vrtrich

would be this efficient at producing relativistic particles. this

criticism can be circumvented to some extent if it is assumed that the

cosmic rays originate, and are to some extent trapped, in the loca1

'supercluster' of galaxies (the Virgo supercluster), f-or here the

density of galaxies appears to be some ten times greater than the

average tuniversalr density and it appears that the nuunber of active

galaxies is sufficient to supply the required energy t191. The centre

of the Virgo Supercluster is close enough to allol high energy cosmic

rays to reach us without significant attenuation from the microwave

background.

These, then, were the main rival theories of cosmic ray orÍgin

during the period in which the techniques of radio observation of air

*rowers were being cleveloped, and a knowledge of the nature of the

primary particles was consiciered of central importance in

discriminatÍng between them.

Ivlore recent observations have, however, removed ttre basis of much of

the above speculation. In tlre first place, the distribution of cosmic

ray arrival directions has been shown to be anisotropic. l"leasurements

of the anisotropy h¡ere at variance with that preclicted from theories
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of the galactic magnetic field, but were at first considered to

support a galactic origin theory 1201. However, more recent reports,

that many of the highest energy particles come from near the galactic

pole have strengthened the claíms of an extra-galactic origin l2I,

221 -

Tt¡is theory has also gained support from the observation that the

cosrnic ray energy spectrr-nn, instead of continuing on with constant

slope, as had previously been believed, flattened out above 1019 eV

t231. A very natural explanation of this effect is that there are tun

components to the flux, a galactic component with a steep spectrm and

an extra-galactic component with flatter spectrum, which becomes

dominant at energies above the point where these spectra Íntersect,
10

i.e.. about 10-- eV (Figure I-2) Í231. rt is, however, possible

that the extra-galactic component remains dorninant below lO19 evi

the ranklet being due to some characterist.ic of either the source t or

ttre propagation through the inLergalactic medium. As little is known

of either, the mystery of the origin of high energy cosmic rays

remains.
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CI{APTER TI^IO

RADIO EMISSION FROV1 AIR SHOI^'ERS

2.I Extensive air showers

I'he surface of the earth is shiel-ded from the prímary cosmÍc

radiation by the atmosphere, the rcosmie rays' observed at sea level

being the result of (often very many) interactions in the atmosphere,

initiated by the primary particle. Thus ground level studies must

rely on a very complex, and at present incomplete, chain of reasoning

in order to deduce the properties of the primaries from measurements

of the 'secondaryr particles. The missing steps in the argument lie
mainly in the fields of high energy nucl-ear and particle physics, and

although advances in the design and construction of particle

accelerators are slowly allowing some of the gaps to be filled, it

does not seem conceivable that machines could ever be constructed to

enable tÌ¡e highest energy interactions to be studied directly.

Instead, progress is macle by the slow method of fitting theoretical

predictions, and extrapolations of experimental data (often over many

orders of magnitucle), into self consistent models, which are then

refined by experimental checks on their predictions.

Although the atmosphere masks the properties of the primary

radj-ation, it aIso, paradoxically, provides the only practical method

of observing the highest energy cosmic. rays" Primary particles of
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energy above 10-' ev are rare; even a detector with a sensitive area

of 100 m2 wourd only record one or two a year. However, l-he

atmosphere is of sufficiently low density to enable the seconcìary

particles to spread out significantly from the axís of the primary

particle; at sea level, secondaries are founcl up Lo several kilometres

from the axis of high energy primaries. These cascades of secondary

particles or rextensive air showers' (EAS) thus allow cosmic rays to
be detecterJ, over large areas, by means of coincídences between

relatively few, widely spaced detectors.

As the goal of the study of radio pulses from EAS r¡/as the

determination of the nature of the primary particles, the following

sections, as well as providing a basis for the discussion of radio

pr1s9 production, will also outline some oLher approaches to this

question.

2"I.I The Nuclear Component

ltre first Ínteraction of a cosmic ray particle with the atmosphere

is a nuclear collision, between the primary particle (a proton or

heavier nucleus) ancl a nueleus of oxygen or nitrogen in the air. The

result is the emission of a nunber of high energy haclrons, which

continue thrror.rgh the atmosphere, colliding \,¡ith further atmospheric

nuclei to procluce more haclrons. this nuclear cascade is the core of

the extensive air shower.

Practically none of the properties of the early, highest energy

interactions are known precisely; even such basic parameters as the

interaction cross sections, the energy lost in each interaction (the
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inelasticity), the number of secondaries produced (the multiplicity),

their nature, energy spectrum, and transverse momentum are all tåe

subject of debate.

As the primary retaÍns a sizeable fraction of its energy after each

interaction (the inelasticity is about 0.5 [I])r its interactions

govern the way in which energy flows to the shower secondaries, and

hence the overall build up and decay of the shower. In the early

stages, while the energy of the primary remains high, large amounts of

energy are transferred to the secondaries at each interaction, and so

the particle numbers increase (by means of the multiplication

proces*ses discussed Later). Eventually the primary energy fa1ls to a

level at which the energy transferred to the secondaries is no longer

sufficient to maintain their numbers in the face of losses by

ionisation, etc., and the shower begins to decay. A higher energy

primary will be able to sustain the buLld up of secondaries longer,

and so the region of maximu'n shower developnent will be deeper in the

atmosphere. (This increase in depth of maximum is about 50 to 90 gr
_)

cm ' per decade of energy 1,2, 31 .)

If we no\^¡ compare the shov¡er produced by a primary proton, with that

produced by a heavy nueleu,s (say iron), of the same energy, v/e see

that as the first interactions of the heavy nucleus essentially break

it r¡p into its constituents, the result-ing shower consists of a large

ntmber of superimposed cascades [4], each carrying only a fraction of

the pr:imary energy. Tht¡s the resulting shower will reach maximum

development much higher in the atmosphere than the corresponding

proton initiated shower t5l.

As well as this difference in mean behaviour of the showers, the way
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in wtrich individual showers vary from the mean is also, to some

extent, characteristic of the primary mass. Tt¡e Ínteraction length

for a proton is about B0 gr. cm-2, or approximateJ.y one-twelfth of

thê atmosphere. There is an ap,preciable probability that the first

interaction will not occur until after 3 interacLíon lengths, and thus

the development of the shower can be delayed by as much as one quarter

of the atmosphere. The interaction length for a heavy primary is much

less however, and the resul-ting fluctuaLions in shower maximum will

r¡ct exceed 10e6 of the atmosphere 16l. This variation in clepth of

shower maximum is the basis of many attempts to determine the primary

composition, in particular by means of studies of the Cerenl<ov light

or radio pulses ernitted by showers.

Ttre multiplicity is also Ímportant in cleternining the flow of energy

to the secondaries, and hence shower developnent, but there is

probably more dispute over this parameter than any of the others.

Some theoretical considerations Í71 favour a logarithmic dependence of

multiplicity on incident particle energy, and models of air showers

have been produced with this basis [B], but ottrer assumptions,

including heavy primaries have been necessâry to obtain agreement with

experiment. other models, with multiplicity risÍng u= e0'25 (cKP

nrodel), or as quickly as the sguare root of energy have been used

[2r10]. These high multiplicity models lwittr predontinantly proton

primarÍesl are currently favoured [11], but. by no means unanimously.

FÍgure 2-1 illustrates some of the combinations of multiplicity and

primary compositíon favoured at the last International Conference on

Cosmic Rays (from Gaisser II2l ).

Because of their relatively large masses and energies,

active particì.es do not move very far from the axis of

the

the

nuclear

primary
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particle, most of them being found within 3m of the axis. However, if

the primary is a heavy nucler.¡.s, it is possible that the initial

spallation reaction could result in two or more almost coaxial

showers, resulting in several sub-cores being found in the nuclear

cascade. Such sub-cores have been found, but there is dispute over

ttreir frequency, and interpretation [13' 14, 15].

One property of the nuclear cascade which is expected to be strongly

depenclent on the nature of the primaries is the energy spectrun of the

hadrons [16]. Heavy initiated showers are expected to be deficient in

high energy hadrons, compared to a proton initiated shower of the same

energy, as a direct consequence of the heavy prÍmariest lowêr energy

per nucleon. The experimental evidence at energies near 1016 eV

would appear to favour proton primaries [1]1.

There are many species of nucleons, antinueleons, excited baryons,

and mesons in the nuclear cascade, but the most important are the

pions, for not only are they expected to be most numerous, but they

also form the link with the other two components of the shower.

2.I.2 The ElectromagnetÍc Component

Neutral pions decay very rapidly, their half-life being I0-r6

secr¡nds" Thrus very few interact with the atmosphere, almost all of

them decay, to two ganma rays. Each ganuna ray initiates an

electromagnetic cascacle, in vfrich the particle numbers increase by the

repeated processes of pair production, producing an electron-positron

pair from a galmna ray, and brehmssr-rah1ung, where än electron is

scattered, and a gamna ray produced. The mean free path is about 40
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_,g cm ' for bottr of these processes, and is called the radiation

length. Tt¡e particle nurnbers continue increasing, and their energy

decreasing, until the energy loss processes of ionisatíon and Corqpton

scattering become Ímportant at energies below 100 MeV. The particle

multiplication processes then become less important, and the cascade

begins to die out. Ttre multiplÍcation processes are so efficient

that, at shower maximum, the electromagnetic component comprises some

908 of the total particle number [17].

In contrast to the nuclear cascade, the processes involved in the

electr-omagnetic eascade are well understood, and the properties of the

cascacle can be determined either through a (semi-analytic) solution of

the 'diffusion equations' [18], or by means of a computer based Monte

Carlo simultion of the shower tf9l. However, the complexity of the

calculation is such that, despite this firm basis, there is

disagreement about such fundamental parameters as the caseade width

t201.

The nuclear core of the shower is continually initiatíng these

cascades, as it moves down through the atmosphere, so that the

electromagnetic component of the shower consists of many overlapping

cascades. The nunber of particles at the eascade maxímum is

proportional to the energy of the initiating gamma raYr and the

cascade builds up rapidly to this maximum. The ¡xrticle ntmbers in an

air shower thus follow fairly closely the flow of energy from the

nuclear core, building up to a maximum, then decaying. This shower

maximum occurs well above sea level (for all but the highest energy

shov¡ers) and the decay length is about 2OO g 
"rn-2 

[17]. Thus, for

a given primary energy, fluctuations in shower clevelopnent of this

order (as expected for proton initiated showers) will result in large
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ftuctuations in th¡e sea level particle nunber L2Il. (This may

introduce unrìesirable selection effects into experiments searching for

such fluctuations, for those showers exceeding a certain particle

number at sea level will be preferentially late developing.)

The ntrnber of particles at a particular altitude is governed by the

above factors; their distribution about the shower axis is determined

by scattering from atmospheric atoms.

The mean scattering angle increases rapidly as the electron energy

falls below 100 MeV, so the more energetic electrons stay closer to

t}e core than those with less energy. Ttre resulting distribution is

generally represented by the rNKGr formula [17]; thÍs is a function of

the sLrower taget, that is, the position in the shower develo¡ment

curve, for in the early developnent, the mean partj.cle energy is high'

and thus the scattering is smaIl, compared with later stages. It is

also a function of altitu<le, for at high altitude the low air clensity

allows the particles to move further from the axis before interacting.

lvtultiple scattering causes the particles to fo1low a more or less

zíg-zag path, thus as well as a lateral displacement, a scattered

particle will have a longitudinal lag behind an unscattered particle.

Again, this lag is more pronounced at 1ow energies and high altitudes.

The nett result of this scattering is that the electromagnetic

cascade takes up the form of a shallow dish as it moves down tLrrough

the air; at sea level it is t1pical1y 100 m across and 5 m thick' with

a radius of eurvature of about a kilometre. Ttle highest energy

particles are concentrated at the front of the diskr and near tìe

axis.
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2.I.3 The Muon Component

At sea Ievel, L0-202 of the particles in an air shower are muons,

produced by the decay of charged pions and, to a lesser extent, kaons

[I7]. Muons have a very long interaction length, and so after

production travel to the ground virtually unchanged. Tttus they are

capable of carrying information about the earLy stages of the nuclear

cascade"

The interaction length of a pion is about I2O gr cm-2, and this is

about the amount of atmosphere that a 3x1ol0 eV pion, at an altitude

of 5km, lvill traverse in its (time dilated) decay half life. Higher

energy pions rvi1l be more likely to interact,' lower energy pions will

usually decay. Hígh energy muons will generally be produced early in

the shower, not only because of the higher hadron energies, but also

because the lower air density reduces the pion interaction

probabilíty.

À^s the muon flux observecl at sea level is essentialty an integral of

the muon production over the vrhole path of the shower through the

atmosphere, the effect of fluctuations in shower developnent is much

less than for the other components. In particular it has been shown

tl¡at the muon density several hundred metres from the core is

relatÍvely insensitive to the primary mass, the details of the nuclear

interacl-ions, and to fluctuations, and so provides a reliable index of

primary energy 1221.

The muon component ¡rrovides several approaches to the determination

of shower developnent ancl primary composition. As the total number of
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sho\^Jer particles (mainly electrons) is decreasing rapidly at sea level

(for all but the largest showers), while ttre muon nt¡nberr âs noted

above is fairly constant, the ratio of muons to electrons is a measure

of the height of shower maxímum; a hígher than usual proportion of

muons indicates that the electron nt¡nber has decayed further from

maximum, and hence that the maximum was hÍgher. Tt¡is ratio has been

extensively used by the Moseow University group, to assisL in

i.nterpreting changes of radio lateral distribution in terms of height

of shower maximum 123). This effect will be somev¡hat enhanced fot

high energy muons, as they will be preferentially produced in showers

developing early, where the air density is Iower, as noLed previously

tt6l. Ttre very highest energy muons may have a significant fraction

of the primary energly, and so r¿ould be expected to' be relatively

deficient in heavy primary showers, where the primary energy must be

slrared between a nunber of nucleons 1241. Unfortunately' however,

t-his effect appears to be sensit.ive to the nuclear interaction

parameters t111.

Another, conceptually very <lirect approach, which is made possible

by the long interaction length and low scattering of the rnuons, is to

trace their trajectories back to the shower axis, an<l So determine

their height of origin 125). Similar information is contained in the

lateral distribution, for, if the mean production angle relative to

the shower axis remains constantr muons produced hÍgh in the

atmosphere will tend to be found far from the core. Unfortunately,

the most useful informatÍon is carried by the high energy muons, and

experimental data for these is sparse [11].
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RadÍo Bnission from Air Showers

Ttre possibility of radio emission from air showers was considered by

Jelley 1261, who investigated the extension of Cerenkov emission from

showers, previously detected in the optical region, into the radio

bands. I{is conclusÍon was that no radio signaì- could be observed,

since as the shower was electrically neutral (at least on scales

greater than a wavelength at radio frequencies), the contributions

from positive anci negative charges would canceL out. For any

significant radio signal to be produced, some mechanism had to break

the charge balance of the shower. Several such mechanisms have been

found and will be discussed Ín following sections.

Ttrere are two general approaches to the calculation of the radio

field produced by some mechanj-sm. Ttle first, which might be termed a

tmacroscopict approach is to calculate, for the shower as a whole, the

electrical characteristics which the mechanism produces, and Lhen to

solve Ma>a¿el1's equations for this distribution of charge and current.

Tt¡is was the approa.ch use<l by Kahn and Lerche 1271, in the first

estimate of the field produced by the geomagnetic mechanism (see

Section 2.2.3). The second approach, is a 'microscopict one; the

field produced by each shower particle is calculated separately, and

then these fields are sunmed to find the resultant at the point of

observation. This approach has been usecl extensively by Allan l28l

ar¡d his colleagues [29'30].

The macroscopÍc approach suffers from the disadvantage that a large

nunber of shower properties (for exampÌ.e the particle ntrnbers and

energies, ancl how these change with core distance, lag behind the

leading particle, and attitude) must all be calculated and parametisecl
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before tley may be used. As t.hese propert.ies are generally caLculated

by using crcmputer simulations to trace the histories of aLl shower

particles (or a statistically significant fraction of thenl) through

the atmosphere, it is relatively convenient to use the microscopic

approach by including the contribution of each particle to the field

in this cal-culation. This technigue has been used to give the most

complete treatment of the problem, and as it illustrates the direct

links between shower particle motions ancl the resultant field, it

will be discussed here.

2.2. L Radio Erniss.ion from a Sinq le Charqed Particle

The mosL suitable formulation of electromagnetic theory for this

purpose is that given by Feynman t3'll; the field observed aL a point,

due to a chargeq,.r a distance L = ri fto* the poínt Ís (in vacuo)

E = -c+ (r. + ? d" fî-l*1ü Ê\rrl
+Tr¿o ç-' C ¿t \ -.l / C' il' - )

vt¡ere the differentiation is with respect to the 'retarcled timer,

i.e. the time at which the motion is observed by an observer at the

field point. In the case of relativisLic parLicles the first tt¡¡¡

terms are small, and so the field at a point reduces to

E = 
q /r- .d'Ê\ e)

4"e" (.Zt ãl'^ )
utrere the differentiation is again with respect to the retarclerì

time. The term #e is thus the apparent angular acceleration of the

charge, as observecl from the fj.eld point. The field calculated in

t1.is way includes both the tnear field'and 'far field'components of

more conventional treatrnents t32Ì" Al]an uses this equation as the

basis of all his theoretical studies of raclio pulse production and

also shows that it produces rcorrectr results for special cases such

as Cerenkov radíat.Íon l2B).



Þs an exampLe of its use, eonsider the radiation from a short length

of particle track, i.e. a particle initially at rest' which is

sudclenly accelerated, and moves a short distance (1) with velocity

væct before being abruptly stopped' (An air shower model could be

assembled from suitable selection of such tracks.) suppose that dr-rring

the motion, the angular displacement of the particle as observed at a

point is 60, and that this point is sufficiently far from the particle
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the particle

the ParticJ-e

moving (

produce

that the angular velocÍty of the particle 0 appears

its motion t28l -

constant during

(3)

Ttre postulated infinite angular acceleration of the charge makes the

dÍrectapplicationofequation(2)meaningless,butwecancalculate

themagnitudeoftheimpulseintheelectricfiel<]thus

S¿ aE=-kr, löae

,-3_ ð

41€oC*

IS

wi ll

I
No field will be observed t^'t¡ile

constant) but the decelaration cf

impulse, eqr:aL to that of equation (3)' but of o¡4rosite sign' I/'Je can

calculate the frequency spectrum (EtOt) of each of these impulses t3:¡

using the Fourier transform

F-({)
2 2lT Lvk
! ë, r"¡ .- clv (4 )

an

as t (r)

obta in

is a delta function, and using positive frequencies only' we
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thus from (3)

ë,(v)
etr5o c" (s)

If the impulses are observed at the field point to be separated by a

.t

time^t, then provided n5,<< ;fi-,, r wê cân add their contributions

vectoriallY, and obtain

¿ (e) z ç E (u) ¿¿

ó ( zr Ì v )

= -1- Pdg
Êo ct 

),

, Provided V << ñ-t

a

eql

êö (v)

Èhat is,
E. (v)

(6)

(The condition is satisfied for most partÍcles in an air shower at

fregrencies bel.ow 100 I"1 Hz.)

This result, a spectrurn rising linearly with freqrêncy, will be use<l

in thè following section.

2.2.2 Rad iation from a Shower

Tt¡is method can be extended to a complete shower. the technique

r:.sed is to cal_culate the deftect.íon of each particle Ín the shower,

expressed as the angular displacement observed from the antenna' The

nett angular displacement of charge is then calculated, as a function

of the time at which the displacement is observed. This function is
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then difÉerenLiated twice, to obLain thre electric field as a function

of (observed) tirne, and the frequency spectrum may be calculaLed by

means of a Fourier transform [30, 34, 35].

We can generalise this aproach somewhat, to obtain a quaLitat.ive

estimate of the spectrum of the radiation, assuming that the signal is

produced by the relativistic particles of the shower disk, but v¡ithout

knowing the details of the mechanism responsible for the deflections.

Let us assume only that every particle makes the same contribution to

the total charge deflection.

Suppose the geometry is as in Fígure 2"2, where AB is the shower

axis, and the antenna is at 0, say 100 m from the core. For showers

of primary energy below about 1018 ev rncst of the particles in the

shower are at heights above about 2 km, and all particles in this

region will be observed almost simultaneously, as the path lengths

XlO Al'¡D X1X20 are almost equal" However' as the shower nears the

ground, the delays between successive points on the shower axis will

increase (Y1Y20 is signÍficantly larger than YfO). Particles in

tÌ¡e last few hundrecl rnetres above the grouncì will be observed over a

period of several hundred nanoseconds" Ttre builcl-up of charge

dÍsplacement, obserr¡ed from 0 will then be of the form shown in Figure

2.3(a); most of the clisplacement will be observed in the first few

tens of nanoseconds, altåough it. will continue to increase slovrly for

several hundred nanoseconds. We now differentiate twice, to obtain

the angular acceleratÍon of the charge, and hence the electronagnetic

pr:lse; it. will be of the form shown in Figure 2.3(b) ' that Ís, a

narrow pulse, follo'¡ed by a long overswing" Tt¡e areas of the two

parts of the pulse will be equal.
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Ir,le can now estimate the frequency spectrum of this pulse. At very

low frequencies, much less than r)r. = #r, where ?* is the timescale

of the overswing, both parts of the ptrlse will apPear as narrov¡

imþulses; and so the overall pulse will be similar to that in the

previous section. the spectrr¡n wili- thus be similar, that is, rising

l.Ínear:ly with f requency. At frequencies higher tnan ü¿ , but less than

7-

,2r = #a, nf¡ere i:, is the width of the first part of the pulse, the

overswing is too slow to be observe<], so only the first part' of the

p.r}seappearsasanimpulse"Thespectruninthisregionisthus

approximately that of an impulse, that is, flat. At still higher

frequencies, greater than ü, the initiaL pulse no longer appears as an

impulse, and so the spectrum falIs. the spectrum thus obtained is

Íllustrated in Eígute 2.4.

Ttre detailed shape of the pulse, and thus the values of ü, ) \)z will

depend on the details of the deflection mechanism (for example, in â

mechanism vfrrere only the highest energy particles contribute, the

initiaL pulse rr,ould be narrower, and the overswing shorter), br-rt the

values cannot be too far from those found here, from simple geometry,

that is, V, æ 30 MHz, r2. æ 3 MHz. (A]lan finds [35] ' for the

geomagnetic mechanism (see Section 3 "2'2'2), l, :' 50 MHz' Vt æ' B

MHz, and for charge excess (section 3'2'2'I) V, x 25 MHz' V' : 3

Ir'1H2. )

we conclu<ìe that, íf the radiation is procluced by the shower

particles, the spectrum must be of the form above, that is, flat

bet_ween a few MHz and a few tens of MHz, and fall-ing on either side.

In particular, it must be monotonically rising from zero to at least 3

Ì4H2"
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2.2.3 Mechan isms of Charqe SeParation

As we have noted, the detailed neutrality of a shower wouLd preclude

the production of a radio pulse. In the terminology of the previous

section, the nett charge displacement lvould be zero, as the movements

of the positive charges would be exactly l¡alanced by those of the

eçral number of negative charges. In this section, the rnain

mechanisms responsible for breaking this nexus are examined, and in

section 2.3 The applicatíon of the resulting radio pr:lses will be

discussed.

2.2.3. I The Charqe Excess Mechanism

Askaryan t36l was the first to suggest that, because of the

annihilation of positrons in flight, an air shower would be expectecl

to have an overall negative charge. Althouqh this mechanism does

contribute to an excess of negative charge, much larger contribuLions

have been found to come from electrons produced in Compton collisions

between shower photons and atmospheric atoms, and tknock-onr electrons

produced after an eleetron collides with an atom. calculations by

Fujii and Nishimura 137) show that this negative excess ranges from It

for 100 MeV electrons to 20ã at 2 lvleV. Overall it is about I0?" Only

l0g of this figure is due to positron annihilation.

Radiatj.on from this mechanism can only be observed avJay from the

shower axis, for on the axis, symneLry ensures that the nett charge

displacement. observed wil-1 be zero.
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2.2.3.2 The Geomagrretic Deflection Mechanism

Askaryan t36l also poínted out an additional way in which the charge

symmetry of a shower could be broken; as the shower moves through the

atmosphere the earth's magnetic field will deflect the positíve

particles to one side of the shower, and negative particles to the

other. As a result, the shower will acquire a dipole moment, which

will radiate as it extends downwards at relatívistic speed. Kahn and

Lerche 1,27) investigatecl this mechanism and showed that it woulcl

produce significant radiat-ion, but the main contribution was from the

geornagnetically induced currents which produce the dipole rather than

the dipole itself . Further calculations, by Castagnol::. []Bl, and

nljii and Nishimura t39l confirmed the importance of the geomagnetÍc

mechanism in the freg:ency range 10-100 MHz.

As the deflection is produced by the torenz f-orce V X B where y is

tlre particle velocity and B the magnetic field, the resulting radÍo

pulse ís proportional to the sÍne of the angle between these vectors"

This relationship, and the predicted polarisation of the prlses (i.e"

parallel to tJre deftection) have been used to confirm the importance

of the mechanism l4O, 4I, 42).

There is, however, disagreement on the relative contribution of the

charge excess, and geomagnetic mechanisms. Early estimates of a 90%

geonragnetic component t39l appeared confirmed aL 22 MHz l,4ll, but more

recent calcult-j.ons by A1lan t35l estimate the charge excess component

to þe 308 in this frequency region, while Shutie t30l estimates that

below 30 MHz charge excess exceeds qeomagnetic.
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This confusion woutd appear to be associated with the fact that the

charge displacement due to the charge excess mechanism is mainly

associated wiLh low energy particles. These low energy particles

produce difficulties in the calcultions, for the approxÍmations used

beeome poorer as the energy fall.s t30l -

2.2.3"3 Geo-electri c Mechanisms

A verti"cal electric field, which can vary frorn about 100 V,/m in fine

weather, to 104 V/m below thunclerclouds is generally maintaine<l in

the atmosphere t43l " this field has the capacity to separate posítive

ancl negative charges in a shower, and so t¡as been suggested as a

possible mechanism of radio pulse production l'44, 451.

For vertical showers, the positrons will be accelerated, and

electrons retarded. The effect is slight (the separation is about I

mm t45l ) and as the deflections are in the approximate direction of

the antenna, the angular deflection, and consequent radiation, is

minimal-. However, for showers with large zenith angles, the

deflection is transverse, and the effect ís analogous to the

geomagnetic case alt-hough the cieflections are in general much less-

For fields greater than about 6 x 103 v,zm, however, the defrection

wilt be comparabJ-e to the geomagnetic t45l and so for fields above

this, for example in thunclerstorms, the geoelectrie effect will be

doninant.

Besides its effect on ttre relativistic electrons of the showerr the

geoelectnic field may produce important effects on the low energy

electrons produced by ionisation 1,441 There are very large nr¡nbers
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of these; as ionisation in the atmosphere is one of the

major energy loss processes for the shower, and as about

30 eV is required to produce each ion pair, about 1015

slow electrons will be produced by a 10l7 eV shower.

The acceleration of this electron swarm by the earth's

electric fietd has two aspects which make it an attractive

possíble mechanism for the production of low frequency

radio pulses. Firstly, the low drift velocity of the

electrons gives hope that the resulting radio pulse would

belongenoughtoproducetheobservedspectrum(i.e.
> 10 us) and secondly the observed variability of the low

frequency pulses might be explained by the variable nature

of the geoelectric field or possibly by changes in the mobility

or lifetime of the electrons due to changes in atmospheric

conditions.

The first calculation of this effect was by charman [45]

who calculated the accelerations of the ionisation electrons

in the geoelectric fie1d, and then using the technique outlined

in the previous sections, estimated that the field at I0 MHz,

from an inclined shower might be as large as that produced

by the charge excess or qeomagnetic mechanisms'

A more complete analysis was made by sivaprasad t46]. Three

aspects of the behaviour of the electrons were considered'

namely the "thermalisation" of the electrons, from their

initial energy of about 30 eV to about ' 03 êV' in a time of

about I0-10 secs. i the subsequent acceleration of the

electrons in the geoelectric field, which occur over a time
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of lO-20 ns, and results in a drift velocity of about

150 m s-l; and finally t-he exponential depletion of

theelectronswarm,chieflybyattachmentof0zmolecules'

which occurs with a time constant of about l0 ns ' The

field prod.uced by these electron motions was calculated

by integrating the contributions from each particle' with

due allowance for the time of observation '

Theshortlifetimeoftheelectronsmeansthattheresulting

pulseisnarro\^¡,themaincontributionto.itstengthbeing

duetothetransittimeoftherad,iationacrossthediskof

the shower, i.e' about 250 ns' The mechanism is thus unable

to explain the shape of the low frequency spectrum, and in

additionadetailedcalculationshowsthatthemagnitudeof
the signal wiII be only about l0% of that produced by the

geomagnetic mechanism ¡ far less than the observed fields '

A further effect which might produce a signar in a radio

receiver,isthedischargeofastaticcharge,inducedonthe

antenna by the atmospheric field' by the ionisation of the

shower. When an antenna is well insulated from the ground'

itwilltakeupthepotentialofthesurroundingair-that

is, approximately IO0 V for an antenna Im from the ground'

If the fi-eld is discharged by the ionisation of the shower,

theantennapotentialwiltdrop.Thiseffecthasbeenobserved

by Curry eit at. 1471 , using a large' flat plate as antenna'

However,thetypicalinputimpedanceofaradioreceiveris

solow(about50a)'comparedwiththeequivalentsourceimpedance

of the electric field-antenna combination (about r014ç¿[48] )



that the antenna would be

changes would be seen' In

constant of any change in

effectivelY grounded, and no

lOs la7) ¡ far too long to

frequencies.

any case, the exPected time

the fietd. is of the order of

be detectable at rad'io

InSunìmary,then,undernormalconditionsthegeoelectric

fietdisnotexpectedtoproducepulsesaslargeasthose

from the geomagnetic mechanism' However there is some

experimentalevidenceforgeoelectricchargeseparation

underdisturbedconditions.Anomalouslylargepulseshave

been recorded in several expcriments, during nearby thunder-

stormactivity,andhavebeenattributedtoageoelectric

mechanism 123, 49 , 50, 51]'

2.2.3.4 Other Radiat ion Mechanisms

Many other mechanisms for the production of radio signals

from showers have been considered, and a list of them has

been compiled by Jelly t52l' Some of these are included

naturallyinthetreatmentofAllan(e.g.bremsstrahlung

can be consid,ered as resulting from the concatenation of two

slightly incl-ined particle tracks (section 2'2'L) , synchrotron

radiation is a special case of magnetic deflection) ; none of

them wiII produce fields nearly as large as those resulting

frolnthegeomaqneticmechanism'However'âsthefractionof

showerenergyconvertedintoaradiopulseisVerylow(about

l0-12 for the geomagnetic mechanism), there would appear to be

ampleopportunityforSomeothermechanismtobeover-looked,

becauseofitsapparentinefficiency,althoughitcouldstill

be capable of producing large pulses. In the following chapters '

evidence that this is indeed the case will be presented'
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ion of Primary l4ass by Radio Methods

We now reLurn to a more detailed consideration of the results of the

underlying quest - the determínatj.on of the nature of the prímary

particles.

A.s has been noted, the radio technique approaches this problem

Lhrough the me"rsurement of variations in the height of shower maximum"

The variations in tLre height of maximum are reflected in variations in

laterat distribut.ion, for the lateral distribution is the diffraction

pattern produced by the source distribution, the most irnportant

feature of v¡hich is Èhe heighÈ of maximum t501. As the maximun moves

deeper in t¡re atrnosphere, the diffraction pattern on the ground will

conLract, thus later development of a shower will result in a steeper

radio lateral distribution.

Tt¡is connection has been investigated quantitatively by A11an and

his colleagues [30, 340 35]. fhreir results differ somewhat over some

details of the lateral distribution, but are in agreetnent over the

i.mportant features. Ttrey find that, while the field strength in the

reqion 50 to 100 m from the core is relatively insensitive to

fluctuations, an increase of I0O g, 
"^-2 in depth of shower maximum

results in a decrease in the field strength at 200 m by a factor of

about 1.5, ancl by a factor of 2 at 300 m. the experimental task is to

detect these fluctuations in the presence of background noise,

uncertainties of shower analysisrdrifts in receiver gain, ancì possibly

other, unidentified, radiation mechanisms.

The experimental requirements are thus an array which can detect ancl

analyse *rowers large enough to prociuce radio signals well above
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background ncise, and an array of radio receivers u¡hich can measure

ttre radio pulse lateral distribution of singl.e shov¡ers out to

distances beyond 200 m. Only two groups, Moscow State UniversitY 1231

and an Imperial College - University of Leecis collaboration (vrorking

at Haverah Park) t50l have trad these resources. Both have abandoned

the quest, hut for different reasons.

The Moscov,r group has macle extensive use of its detecting array to

confirm the dominance of the georragnetic mechanism, and to <lemonstrate

the clependence of radio l-ateral distribution on such indicators of.

shower development as the muon-electron ratio. They claim to observe

fluctuations in lateral distribution, and thus infer the presence of

protons in the primary f1ux, but conclude that the theoretical basis

is not sound enough to enable further decìuctions to be made 1231.

On the other hand, the Haverah Park group appear confident of their

theoretical foundations, but find that, in the ímportant region beyon<ì

200 m from the core, the fields are too 1ow, in relation to the

bacl<ground noise, to allow the lateral distribution to be measured

reliably t501.

It is difficult t-o understand this difference of opinion, as it

would appear that the Haverah Park experiment is more sensitive; thq

showers detectecl at Haveralr Park are of higher energy' anci it would be

unlikely that- the background noise at- Moscow State University' in a

semi-índusLrial suburb of Moscow, would be signÍficantly lower than

ttraL at rural Haverah Park. But, for vñatever reasons, these

invesbigations have been concluded, ând, apart from a suggestíon that

there is a proton component in the fLux near 1017 eV, they have not

adcied Lo our knorvlerlge of the nature of the primary cosmic radiation.
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2.4 OPtical Cerenl<ov Techniques

One of the factors contributing to the abandonment of radio studies

of showers was the develoçxnent of promising alternative techniques of

determining the primary composition. Of these the most direct

competitor vüas the Cere¡rl<ov technique. Most of the particles in a

shower have energies atrcve the Cerenkov threshold (about 20 MeV at sea

level) ancì the resulting light pulse from a shower is readily

observable r-m<ler suitable conditions (i.e. clear, moonless nights) '

Detailed calculations have showtr that, as in the case of the radio

pu1se, the lateral distribution depends on the height' of shower

maximum, but Ín adclition, the shape of the pulse is also depenclent on

the shower development [53, 54]. One particularly elegant technique

uSeS tire pulse profiles from several detectors to trace the

developnent. of the shower throurgh the atmosphere, without the need to

observe the shower particles t551. Thus the cerenkov technique is

capable of obtaining all the Ínformation that mÍght be available

through radio methods, but allows a wider range of experimental

approaches t.o the Problern.

The main clrawbacl< to tl're use of the techurique is the limited time

available for observation. However, when conditions are suitabler the

pulses are relatively free of interference, and can be observed with

simpleo reliable equipnent. The relatively high Cerenkov threshold is

an advantage in calculâtions, for the low energy particles, So

troublesome in the radio calculations' may be safely neglected' These

advantages undoubteclly contributed to the demise of the radio

techniqr:e.
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CHAPTER THREE

TÍTE BUCKT-AND PARK EXTENSI\Æ AIR SHC[{M, DETBCTOR

3. I Introduction

Ttre basis of a study of EAS assocÍated phenomena is the FÀS

detector. Its ability to <ietect suitable shohters, and estímate their

parameters, Sets a limit to the experiments that can be performed, and

the accuracy of the results obtained.

The array used for these investigations was origincrlly installed at

Penticton, British Cotunbia. It was transferred to Adelaide, and

installecl at Buckland Park, about 40 km north of the city, in 1972.

Since then it has been extended and improved, and currently comprises

11 detectors, with an encLosed area of about 30000 sq.m.

Although originally modelled on the K'i61 array tll no work had been

done to determine the properties of the ayray, or the optimum methods

of using it. Ttre author was involved in the setting up of the ârray

at Buckland Park, and designed and built the recording system.

Subsequently he was resporrsible for the data analysis, and 'Cesigned

and built an improved ancl more extensive recording system. Some work

was also done to determine the array properties and the best wa)t of

increasing the array's collecting area.
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3.2 TLre orig inaL Array

3.2.I Detectors

The original array consisted of eight detectcrs, arranged as shown

Ín FÍgure 3-1. Each detector was a l- metre square, 5 crn thick sheet

of NÊ102 scintillator, housed in a light-tight box' and viewed from

below by one or two photomultipliers. The detectors at sites A' B' Ct

D and E comprised the rfast arrayr and were fitted with a Phillips

)(pl04O photomultiplier; the resulting fast signals (rise timeæ 4 ns)

were used for determining the shower a,rrival direction, by fast timing

l2l. The detectors F, G, H, and also A and D above were fitted with

ReÀ 8055 tubes, with charge sensitive pre-amplifiers, and used for

measuring the particle Censities; they comprised the rslow array'.

All power supply and signal cables were brought back (underground) to

the caravan cl, where the recording apparatus was housed.

3.2.2 Recor{ing System

Thre origÍnal recordÍng system is now obsolete, having been replaced

by the equipnent described in Section 3.3. However, as the original

system was used in the experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5t it

is described brieflY here.

3"2.2.r Coinc idence Reg istration

The arrival of a shower is recognised by the coincidental detection

of particles in several detectors. The simplest coincidence used was
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between C (the tcentre fastr ) and all four of A' B' D and E; this

rfast triggert ensured that enough times were recorded to enable the

sh¡ower direction to be over-determined. tnlhen used with thresholds of

about 3 particles, this produced about 20 trÍggers per hour, the

minimum shorver size being about 8xlO4 particles. Usually a 'sLow

coíncidencet h¡as also required, generally any two of F, G and H at the

3 particle level, as this ensured that enough data vtas available to

estimate the shower sÍze and core location. Thre detection rate wâs

then about 6 per hour, with a minimum size of about 1.5x105

partícles.

3.2.2.2 Fast Timinq

The relative arrival times of the shower front at the five rfast'

detectors were determined using four LRS moclel I0BH tirne-to-height

converters (TI-1C). The signal from the centre fast díscriminator (C)

was used to supply a STA,RT to these devices, and ST'OP signals were

obtained from the discriminators attached to the outer fast sites

(Í.e. A, B, D, E). (Suitable delays were inserted to ensure that a

STOP could not occur before the STAff. ) A START was obtained from

every centre fast pr:Ise; if this was not accompanied by a shower (i.e.

a fast or slow coincidence) the THCts were reset. If no reset

occurred, the TI{Cts heLcl an analogue voltage levelr proportional to

the time delays between START and S'IOPr and thus representing the

difference between the shower arrival at C, and at the outer fast

detectors.

3.2.2.3 Density Measurement

Ttre amplitucles of tþe pulses from sites A' Dr Fr G and I{,
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representing the particle densities at these sites were recorded using

rc{ ADI2B A/N analogue to digital converters (ADC) . Each site was

connecLed to two ADCIST one dÍrectly, ancl one via a 20dB attenuator.

ln this way, the dlmamic range of the system was extended to about

500-1.

Digitization was initiated by the fast coincidence pulse;

delays were inserted to ensure that the ADCrs measured

amplitude of the densitY Pulses.

sui table

the peak

3.2.2.4 lt4agnetic Tape Recording

V'lhen installed in Canada, the time and density data was punched on

pape.r tape. However, a Seven track digital tape recorder (P.f . nrodel

1387) was to be used at Buckland Park, and so an interface unit was

built to transfer the data to it.

Recording comrnenced with the THCrs. On receipt of an OUTPUT CCIW\4AND

pulse, each THC presented its internally stored analogue data to an

ADC, which digitizecj it to eight bit accuracy. The resulting eight

bits of clata were split into two four bit groups' a parity bít was

calculated for each, and the resulting five bits presented to the tape

recorder. Recording was accomplished by applying a STEP conmand to

the tape recorder as each clata gror:p hras presented. Àfter completion

of THC readout, the data from the tslowt system were recorded. the

output- lines of these ADC!s were all connected in seriesr So that a

train of WRITE pulses caused each in turn to release its data. The

resulLing eight.-bit groups were again split into four-bit groups and

recorded" On completion of the output sequencer an end-of-record

marker, and inter-record gap were written on the tape. Experimental
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runs generally lasted for tn¡o or three days; at the end of this

period, the tape was removed, and its data read by the t.lniversity of

Adelaidets CDC 6400 computer. A schematic diagram of the recording

system is sholvn in Figure 3-2.

3.3 Improvecl Recordinq System

3.3.l- Multiplexer

As the range of experiments performed at Buckland Park was extende<l

it became desirable to record the data from some additional

experiments on magnetic tape. To enable this to be done, a

multiplexer unít was built.

The most important design criterion of the multiplexer was that it

shoulcl allov¡ various experi.ments to be connecteci and disconnected at

wi1l, without affecting the recording of the basic aYtay data, and

this was achieved by writing the data from each experimental clevice as

a separate record. Although wasteful of tape, as each record had to

be terminated with an inter-record gap' this ensured flexibility of

use. To change the nt¡nrber of experiments being recorded, it was only

neces.sary to connect the appropriate devices to the multiplexer, and

indicate, by means of a thumbr¡¡hee1 switch, the number of such devices.

The major components of the multiplexer are an address control

section, a data control section, and one decocìer-buffer for each

device that is to write on the tape. Ttre address control section, and

the decoder-bufl,ers conLrol the output cycle, by allowing data from
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each device in turn to ftow thror-:gh its decoder-buffer to the tape

recorder. Ttre data control section writes sequencing ínformation at

the head of each record, and writes an end of record after each device

h¿ts transferred all its data.

In operation the address co¡rtrol section receives a trigger vñen a

shower is detected. ThÍs readies the tape recorder, and sets the

address counter to the first address, i.e" 1. Control then passes to

tLre data control section, which writes a sequencing word, consisting

of the current acldress and a two bit sequencing counter, onto the

tape. A 'GO'signal is then sent l-o alt decoder buffers, but only the

one whose address equals the current value of the address counter can

accept it. Th¡is decoder buffer then initiates the output cycle of its

attache<ì cìevice, and alloros the resuling six-bit data words, each

accompanied by a STEP pulse' to päss through to the tape recorder"

The external device indicates j.ts completion of data transfer, by

removing its BUSY signal, and this is use<l, by the data control

sectÍon, to write an end-of-record on the taPe, thus completing the

block of data from the eurrent device.

!{tren the tape recorcier has completed the end-of-recorcl, the address

control section checks to see if the correct nunber of output devices

(as indícated by the thumbwheel switch) have transferred their data.

If not, the address is incremented, and the next device reacl out,

otherwise the address is reset, and the readout sequence terminates.

A schematic diagram of the multiplexer is shown in Fígure 3-3.

3.3.2 Clock
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A clock was added to the system as soon as the multiplexer $ras

available. In addition to recording the time of the event, to the

nearest second, the clock can be used as a buffer, to allow other

slowly varying data, such as meteoroLogical data, to be recorded on

tape.

Itre major parts of the clock are a system of counters, connected in

the usual way to allow time of day to be derived from the 50 Hz mains

supply, and a 256 bit paraIlel input shift regisl-er. f¡lhen a shower

trigger is received, the data on the clock counters, ancl any other

digital data supplied fron other devices is read into the shÍft:

register. Then, when the multiplexer issues an output command to the

clock, the slìift. register data is stepped along to a 4 bit

serial-to-paral1el converter, a parity bit is calculatecl, and the

resulting data words are transferred to the multiplexer, and recorde<l

on tape.

3.3.3 PAJAMAS

* (Phi1 and Jimrs Amazing Measurer of Air Showers)

lrlh¡en the decision l-o extend the Buckland Park array was ntade, it was

obvious that more t:ecording equipnent woulcl be reqrrired, and as it was

also apparent that the ADCrs of the recording system descrÍbecl earlÍer

were becoming increasingly unreliable, it was clecided to replace this

old system.

The requirements of the new system v/ere:- (1) dÍgitize the time

delays between the fast timing detectors to within about 2 ns. (2)

digitize the pulse amplitudes from up to 12 density detectors, with

a dynamic range of at least 500:1, anrì (3) be compatible with ttre

*
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existing multiplexer-tape recorder combination.

3.3.3.1 Paramas Fast Timinq

The heart of the fast timing section of the new particle recorder is

an tRS model 2228 time-to-digíta1 converter (TDC). This device

digitizes the time delays between a START signal, and up to eight

separate STOP signals. The digitized times are stored in the TDC

untiÌ readout is reg:ested"

In use, the START pulses are supplied by the cenLre fasL detector

(c) and sTOP pulses from the outer fast detectors A, B, D' E. Most

centre fast pulses are, of course, not accompanied by a Sho\"/er, and so

tf¡e fDC is reset immediately if no slot^, coincidence follows the START.

If a slow coincidence occurs, then, on command from the ntultiplexer,

the readout sequence is initiated.

Rea<ìout is achieved by applying a WRITE CC¡O4A¡ID signal to the rÐc"

Ttre eight stored times can then be read by appl-ying the binary nunbers

0-7 in turn, to its address register. T'he 12 bÍts of data produced

for each time channel are then split into tvo six bit groups, and,

together with a STEP pulse, transferrecl to the rnultiplexer' for

recording.

3.3.3.2 Pa'iamas Pulse AmPl itude Measurement

This part of pajamas was designed and built by Mr J.D. Kuhlmann'

but is described briefly here for the sake of completeness.

The three main sections of the pulse amplitude neasuring System are
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a series of sample-and-hold amplifiers (SHA), a Datel |DAS l-6' data

acqtrisition system, and a I92 bit shift regist.er. The output of each

density detector preamplifier is connected into a fast sample and holcl

amplifier (SHA) (Teledyne Philbrick 4853). These St{A¡s are given a

HOLD command whenever a fast coincidence is detected; delays inserteci

to com¡rensate for the cable transit time from clistant sites and the

rise time of the preamplifier pulses, ensure that the amplitude is

sampled at the peak of the pulse. The SIlArs hold the amplitude for

about 400 us, to allow the DAS time to digitize all channels.

The llS has two main components, a 16 channeL analogue nrultiplexer,

and a t2 bit analogue-to-digiLal converter. Orì receipt of a fast

trigger r the mS begins its digiti zing sequence. the analogue

multiplexer presents the output of each SttA in turn, to the ADCr whÍch

then digitizes the amplitude. Ttre DAS itself contains sufficÍent

circuitry to control these operations. The output from the DAS is

taken into the shift register via a 12 bit paralleI to serial

converter. Ttre shift register is clocked along as each channel j.s

digitized, so that after all 16 channels are digitized, the shift

register is ful1. This data is Lhen held until the data from the fast.

timing section has been transferred to the multiplexer. The shift

register data is then repeatedly clocked into a 4 bit serial to

parallel converter, a parity bit is produced, and the resulting 5 bit

data words are transferred to the multiplexer for recording on tApe.

A schematic diagram of Pajamas is showtr in Figure 3-4.

3.4 Array fmprovements

t

The design of an array presents a conflict between t-he close
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detector spacing required to accurately determine the shower

parameters, and a wider spacing, allowing showers to be detected over

a larger area. The nature of the experiments currently beÍ.ng

performed at Buckland Park emphasises this conflict; one group is

concerned with fluctuations in the Cerenkov light emission from

showers, and req:ires as many large showers as possible, while another

group, interested in the spectrum and anisoLropies near the shov¡er

spectrum rbreak' (about 7x105 particles) reg:ires aceurate analysis

of these smaller showers.

Ideally perhaps, one would design an array by determining the set of

showers of interest to the experiments contemplated, deterrnine

triggering requirements that woul<l select this set, and then determine

the detector arrangement required to measure these sl¡owers to the

required accuracy. However, in designing extensions to the Bucklanci

Park array, the presence of the existing sites, and the conflict

outtined above limited this approach" Initial investigations showed

tÌ¡at suitable detection and analysis of small showers presented

greater problems than the large showerso and so it v/as decided that

the approach adopted would be to choose a triggerinç1 scheme that

selects sho,f¡¡ers vùrich coulcì be well analysed by the existing arräy'

ancl then determine vihere the new detectors should be placed to give

the best analysis of larger showers falling outside the present array.

3.4.1 Trigqering Conditions

3.4.I.1 Methocl

The effects of various triggering criteria were estimated using a
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computer program" The triggering probability at a point on the array,

for a sh¡ower of given síze, was found by the following method. FirsL,

the density at each detector vras calculated using the lateral

distribution given by GreÍsen t3l. A random Poisson fluctuation wes

therr introduced, Lo estimate the nuìber of particles that woulcl be

observed by the scintÍllator, and this nunber v/as compared with the

threstrold set for that detector. If the required number of detectors

exceeded thre thresLrold, then a shower was recorded. ThÍs process was

repeated ten times at each point on a 5m x 5m grid covering an area

200m square, centred on the array. By repeatíng this process for

different shower sizes, the triggering probability P(N'xry) wäs

calculated as a functio¡r of shower size, and core location, for each

triggering scheme" The effective triggering area lf P(Nrxry)<ìxciy was

also caÌculated, and by multiplying this by the flux of showers in

each size range (derived from the shower size spectrum, given by

Hillas [4] ), the expected rate of observed showers was obtained.

T\ro ap,proximations h,ere made to faCilitate the calculations"

First1y, only vertical showers were considered. As the apparent

<letector spacing, in the plane of the shower-front, is less f.or

inclined shorvers than vertical ones, this approximation underestima^Ées

the triggeríng area. However, this was found not to be im¡nrtant' u¡hen

making comparisons between different tríggerirlg schemes, as they were

atl affected similarly. the second approximation was the use of the

Normal approximation to ttre Foisson fluctuations in the nunber of

parLicles observed by each detecl-or. lhis gives quite accuraLe

results for partÍcIe densitÍes above about 6 particles, but below this

Ieads to a stight unclerest.imation of the triggering area. The L¿ndau

distribution of pulse heights produced by a single particle passing

through a scintillator is much narror^/er than the Poissonn and h¡as
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ignored.

A conmon feature of atI schemes investigated tvas the requirement

a ffast coíncidencet (Section 3.2.2). Not only does this ensure

the shower direction can be determined, but it has also been found

give a suítable rate of prompt triggers for certaÍn experiments.

only tslow coincidencet requirements were investigated.

of

that

to

Thus

3.4.1" 2 Results

The result of several representative triggeríng schemes, expressecì

as an expecLed differential size spectrum, is shov¡r in Fi.gure 3-5.

The scheme rec¡:iring 3 of A, F, G and H' at Lhe 3 particle level

appears to be superior to the oLhers, as it gives a sharp cut-off to

small showers, a broad maximum near the size Spectrum break (about

q,

7x10f, particles) and good sensitivity to larger showers oul-side the

array. However, further work showed that such a triggering Systemt

i.e. coincidence between a nunber of widely spaced detectors with l<¡w

thresholds, t{as not very satisfactory, particularly r¡fien this involved

using many of the density measuring scintillators in the triggering

scheme. Under these conditions, showers are preferentially selected

if the densities measured are upvrard fluctuations of the mean particle

densities at the detecLors, resulting in systematic overestimation of

the shower sÍze" This is illustrated in Figure 3-6' which shov¡s the

result of different coincidence levels on the calculatecl size of

simulated sholers, analyzed using the technique describecl in the next

secLion. It is apparent that as the triggering probabÍ.1ity falls

below 5Ot the shower size is increasÍngly overestimated, and aS is

shown in Figure 3-7a the requirement of 3 out of A, F, G and H results

in many showers being detected in these 'low probability' regions. A
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System requiring a coincidence between fewer det-.ectorsr ât higher

thresholds \¡/aS thus required, and the most suitable was found to be a

tr¡lt>-folcl coincidence between A (6 particles) and D (B particles) . As

c¿in be seen in Figure 3-7b, this also results in most of the srnall

showers being detected inside the fast timing array I where the close

detector spacing allows better shower analysis.

Having chosen the triggering conditions to be usecln inclined showers

were included in the calculation of collecting area, and the result,

the spectrum of showers expected to be observed, together with the

spectrum actually recorded under these conditions, is shown in Figure

3-8. The agreement is considered very good, the discrepancy being

crcnsistent with a systematic error of shower size estimation of less

than 108"

3.4.2 Array Extensions

Havíng now determined the selection of showers that would

the array, a program r¡¡as written to determíne how a<jditional

detectors could best be used to improve the analysis of

falling outside the arrayr and also how the installation of

recording equipnent at the rfastr sites B' C and E would

analysis.

trigqer

density

showers

density

inprove

3.4.2.I Method

The program first set up the coordinates of the array to be used,

and the sizes and core locations of the showers to be tested were

determined. TLren the particle densities at. each site were calculated,

and random fluctuations introduced, as previously described. The
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resulting 'observedr densities were then checked to see if the

triggering criterion had been satisfied" If so, an attempt was made

to reconstruct the shower from these observed densities, using the

analysing techniques outlined in Section 3.5. The shower parameters

derivecl from this analysis vrere then con'pared with those of the

original shower, to determine the accuracy of the analysis. For each

combination of cletecting array, core location and shower size, this

procedure vJaS repeated ten tirnes, enabling the meân core location,

mean size and rms core error to be estimated. All showers were again

assumed to be vertical. The core errors found for inclined shov¿ers

were not significant.ly different, for, although in the plane of the

shower the pro jected areas of the detectors \^/ere smaller, Lhey are

closer to tlre axis, and so the nunber of particles observed, anri thus

the relative statistical errors are not greatly changed. No allowance

was made for instrumental errors in recording the densities; these are

expected to be less than 58 I5l and so are less than statistical

fluctuations at all but the highest densities.

In optimisíng the arraY, most attention was paid to tLre rms core

error, as at an early stage of the inr¡estigation Ít was found that,

although core ancl size errors are related, greater inaccuracies would

be int.roduced by typical core errors than size errors, particularly in

experiments which determine a l-ateral distribution.

IL should be noted that as no instrunental errors are Ínc1uded, and

as some analysis problems were circunvented by using the original core

as the starting point for locating the 'fluctuated corer (see sect.

3.5), the errors obtained are those applicable to an ídeal array' and

would not be approached in practice.
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3.4.2.2 Results

Tt¡e results of including density measurements at the 3 rfast onlyr

sites, B, C and E are il.lustrated in Figure 3-9; t-he reduction in core

error was typically greater than 50? for the test showers used. As a

result it was decicled to include density recording equipnent at these

siLes, and all eight exist.ing detecLors were inclu<led in evaluations

of array extensic¡lrs.

The only extensions considered in detail were to the north of the

present ayray I for extensions in other directions did not irnprove the

analysis of tl're large nu¡nber of showers detected just outsicle the fast

array. The first configuration considered was with the 3 new

detectors at. the corners of a square of side 1B0m (i.e. twice the

present array) witl'r the fourth corner the existing site G (Figure

3-ro).

The accuracy of the array was assessed in 13 circular areas of

radius 25 m, covering the eastern side of the array (no analysis was

macle of the v¡estern side, because of the synmetry of the array) .

The core errors obtained were generally less than l2rrr, with a

typical size error of 108 (for a shoruer of 2x106 particles) except in

the area approximately halfway between A and J' where the poor

east-v¡est location, <lue to the 1ow clensities recorded at I and K'

increased the core errors to more than l-5 m. This coulcì be improved,

at the expense of collecting area, by rnoving huts I and K inwards.

Thre most suitable compromise obtained is shown (tly the sites marked

(b) ) in Figure 3-10. This arrangement re<luced the core errors in the

centre of the extensions to about l0m, the collecting area being
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reduced by about 108.

Fr¡rther consideration showed that the area near J was So far from

thê fast. array that, it was insensitive to all but the largest showers.

It was found that moving J towards A, and I and K northwards (sites

'(c) t of Figure 3-I0) increased the useful colLecting area, and aLso

further improved core locat.ion.

Several other schemes were tried, but none v¡hich gave better

results, for a similar collecting area, was found. Accordingly, this

array (Figure 3-l0c) was adopted. (Site K was found to be Located at

the deepest part of a sma1l swamp, convincingly demonstrating the

correctness of this decision")

A com¡xrison of the three arrays referred to above is given in Table

3-1, while Figure 3-11 shows the core errors expected in the final

array.

3.5 Analysis of Air Shower Data

3. s.1 Shower Di re:tion Determination

The arrival direction of the shower is determined frorn the time

delays between the arrival of the shower front at the five rfastl

detectors l2l.

*!=If we have detectors at (*1, Yi , zi )
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and the shower front (assumed plane) nìoves in the direction g =

(lrmrn) with velocity c, then the shower front will pass throtgh the

detectors at times

t

z
T7-

L

ntrere t is the time tlrat the showe'l passes through the origin.
o

vre measure the arrival time at detector i to be TÍ, then we

obta in tl¡e I best f it ' arrival ri irection by a I least

mÍnimÍsation! [6] ' i.e. by minimising

If

1-C ' 'zt-ri '_ ti )

can

squares

system,

reduces

from the

is used,

For our array, where hut C is the centre of the coordinate

and all times are measured relative to the arrival at C, this

to

fr\,- í

"rL- |

r,= I

L

z4-\./
^T - 'n-3 z

l=l
c-11(

.L
+,,ttl
--/

This is readily solved to give the shower direction t7l.

Ttre timing errors (about 4ns) are too large to enable deprtures

from a plane v¡avefront to be measured by the fast array t8l. An

analysÍs of the minimum values "f 4 obtained in this way has shown

tìat the typical error in sholrer direction determination is abcut

2.5 sec (e) degrees, where 0 is the zenith angle of the shower t5l.

3.5"2 Size Determination and Core tocation

The size and core location of the shower are determinecl

reco¡rded particle densities. AgaÍn, a least sguares methorl
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but as the equations contain non-linear elements' the problem is

somer¡hat more difficult. If di is the density expected at hut Í r¡¡hen

a shower of size N fa1ls at (xry) I and D, is the density actually

recorded, then the most probable shower will be found by minimising

x: =* Ë wi(D;-¿i)'
D rrt-3 ,.=l L

Ttre r^reighting functions w, used are those applicable to Poisson

statistics¡ i.e.

t^/.t ¿-

T?¡e determination of the location of the minimum of x2o rnust be done

by nunerÍcaI means, i.e. by evaluating x2oat a series of trial core

locatÍons, chosen so that the value of X2O decreases at each trial

171.. ftre original analysis program, which htas brought from Canada

with the array,, used a tgrid searcht technigue, where the ner'.r trial

Iocations were found by alternately moving the trial core parallel to

the x and y axes. However, for ttre array evaluation programr a

rgradient searcht technÍque was use<l, where the trial core !üas moved

in the direction of maxirnum decrease of x2^. As this proved to be
Þ

much more efficient, this was adopted for analysis of the array data.

This technique proved quite satisfactory fot the data fro¡n the

original array, but some problems v¡ere encountered with the analysis

of data from the extendecl array. these are due to ttre exÍstence of

,loca1 minima' in th¡e X2o surfacer separated by 'ridqes' of high "iÞ
which generally join adjacent detectors. If the initial choice of

core is on the wrong side of one of these ridges the searching rout-ine

will rnt, in general, cross it to find the rtruet minimum, and hence

the most probable shower parameters.

a

L
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Some preliminary attempts to solve this problem were made, and some

success was achieved by performing a preliminary analysis using the

data from the outer sites only, and then refíning this result by

repeating the analysis, includíng the less distant huts in turn.

However, these attempts were superseded by the purchase of the

powerful functíon minimisation routine I'IINUIT Íql, which can use a

variety of techniques to ensure that the 'best' minÍmum is found.

Ttris program has been used successfully in similar applications Llfll,

and is being incorporated into thre Buckland Park analysis routines.
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CHAPTER FOUR

E)CTENSI\Æ AIR SHCI,IIER ASSOCIATED RADIO PULSES

AT FREQUENCIES BSIWEEN 2 AND 22 MHZ

4.L The Problen of Low Freguency Rrlses

Although anomalous radio pulses have been observed in nany

experiments [1, 2t 3t 4], the results obtained in the frequency region

from 20-120 MHz have generally been well explained by the geomagnetic

and charge excess theories [1r 4t 51 6]. However, Ín tlre frequency

range below 22 MHz, there is a great deal of confusion. Hough et al.

[7], rn¡orking at a frequency of 3.6 MHz, detected pulses with field

strengths an order of magnitude greater than those observed in the

rgeonagneticf region (i.e. 20-120 MHz), and this result was confirmed

by rneasurements aL 2 MHz [8, 9] and 6 lvlHz [10]. This rise in field

strength at lot¡ freq:encies is in disagreement with the theory

discussed in ttre previous chapter, while Allan tlfl has shown that

even the most extreme theoretical estimate of the field strength from

the geomagnetic or charge excess mechanism will fall far short of the

fields observed" This complete disagreement between theory and

experiment will be discusse<1 in the following sectio¡rs.

4.1.I Previous Results at Low Freguencies

Felgate and Stubbs [10] have presented a frequency spectrun of the
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Iow frequency results nrentioned above U, 8r 9] r which shou¡s that

these results, together with the 22 MHz measurements of Hough et al_:

tf Zl are all consistent with a potrer law spectruun, with ex¡ronent of

about -1.5. Tt¡e underlying unity strygested gives added weight to the

individual results, and so it will be t¡sed as a basis for an appraisal

of these experiments.

4 L 22 MHz ExPerinlentsII

t|¡e 22 MHz result is not only the most firmly established result,

but is unic¡rre in being consistent with both conventíonal geomagnetic

theory, and the Felgate-Stubbs spect,rr.nn. In a series of experiments

[12-15] not. only was the field strength measured, but its depenclence

on sl¡ower size, core distance, and shower clirection l4tas determined.

Ttle mc¡st imporbant of these was the last, which indicated clearly the

domÍnance of the geomagnetic mechanism at this frequency" In twc

virtually Índependent experiments Il3r14], using two different

antennae, â linear relationship between pulse amplitude and

rgeomagnetic factor' Ä.f * I (vdnere,ð, I anC å are unit vectors in

the direction of the antenna axis, the shower axis and the geomagneLic

field respectively) was dernonstrated. By ext-rapolation a

non geomagnetic component, (i.e. independent ofj.[xÐ approximately

l5B of the maximLur geomagnetic signal, was also inferred"

Àpart from the obvious and elegant confirmation of theoretical

predictions, this experiment has other features u¡trich make it most

unlikely that the result is seriously contaminated by spurious

effects. Firstly, the signal-to-noise ratío (S/lrl) was such that at

times clear pulses could be observed above the background noise, and

this, together with the availabil.iLy .of the air shower parameters,
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enabLed possible errors, which could be concealed by the averaging

techniques necessary with l-ow S71.l rati.os, to be found by checks on

individual showers. Seconcllyr the antennae used were of a

coirventional riesign (arrays of folded dipoles used above an earth

screen) and so Lheir properties coulcl be accural-ely estimated. In

particular, although the individual elements were icientical, they were

connected and used in quite diff,erent arrays. One (the tcross

polarisedt array) had a wicìe angular response and thus showers from a

large region of the sky were available for analysis. The rmain

array', however, I^Ias connecLed to give four narrowr high gain beams,

and only showers with arrival directions in these beams were used. As

the same result was obtairred in each experimenl, it would appear

unlikely that the pulses observed are anything other than the

conventional radiated fields assumecl in the antenna ealcul-.rtions.

V'lhile the dependence of the radio pulse amplitude on shower arrival

direction thus gives strong support for the geomagnetic theory, Lhe

lateral distribution does not. The field str:ength measurements 50m

from the core lI21 are in reasonable agreernent with theoretical

predictions 14, 16, 171 but the field strength is found to increase

rapidly closer to the core lJ-2l, Ín contrast to the decrease predicted

theoretically [16, I8]. This would appear to imply the existence of

an additional, non geomagnetic component, which dominates near the

core. However, this is in disagreement with the result quoted above,

where the non geomagnetic component, near the cores of a sirnilar set

of shov¡ers, was only 15? of the geomagnetic [130 14]. This confusing

result may be rel-ated to some early Russian results, where, ât a

frequency of 30 MI{2, large fluctuations in the field strength htere

observed near the core t191. This h/as interpreted in terms of

fluctuations in the height of shower maximum, but this explanation is
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not supported by the detailerì cal-culations referred to above [16, 18],

No furtk¡er studies of this effect have been reported.

4.1.1.2 3.6 MHz

None of the experiments at lower frequencies have all of the

advantages of the 22 MHz experiments, viz. individual shower

analysis, good Slrl ratio, and well understood antenna. The Calgary

3.6MHz experiment [7], v¡hich first showed the presence of high field

strengths at low frequencies had only the last of these. The antenna

u-sed was a single folded dipole, and although complicated by the

presence of the steel framed building below it, its properties could

be readily estimated. A símple geiger counter coinciclence system was

usecL to detect showers, so rìo daLa on inclividual shower parameters \,tas

available, and the background radio noise was too high to enable

individual pulses to be observed.

A good deal of care was taken to avoid biasses in the analysis of

the ¿ata, and in extracting the signal from the background noise, and

checks were macle to exclude the possibílity that the pulses observed

were due to spurious electronic rpick upr.

4.1.1.3 2 MHz - I{averah Park

At Haverah Parl< [8], the experiments did have the advantage of an

established shower detecting array, but again no pulses could be seen

above Lhe background noise, despite the fact that the mean shower size

was about a hunclred times greater than that used by Hough et al. Even

on selected traces (1arge showers during quiet per:lo<ìs) no pulses were

observed 1201. This is rather surprising fot it implies that the
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noise background must have been very high. Tt¡e antenna used \^/as a

top loaded Hertzian dipole. Although its properties are amenable to

calculations, they are fairly sensitive to the small capacitance

between the antenna and ground. It r,qculd aLso appear that this t)æe

of antenna woul<i be more sensitive to some types of non-radiated

sígna1 (e.g. discharge of the geo-electric fielcl) than a balanced

di¡roIe. However, care vüas taken to check the antenna gain, and to

check that interference was not present.

4" 1.l_. 4 2 MHz ancl 6MHz - Adelaide

Perhaps the most interesLing experimenLs in thÍs frequency range

were those of StubÌ>s and Felgate [9r 10]. They usecl a large antenna

array, connected to give a high gain beam directed at the zeniLh, and

a highly directional optical Cerenkov coincidence system l¡/as use<1 to

detect. showers directed along the axis of the beam" This, of course'

necessitates roorking only at night, when the baclcground noise is high'

but the extra sensitivity of the antenna was sufficient to compensate

for this.

High field strengths, consistent with the previous 2lt4Hz ancl 3.6 MHz

results v¡ere measured at 2 MHz, and 6 MHz, and in acldition, the 6 MHz

pulses v¡ere founci to be somevùrat polarísed in the E+V directionr âs

predicted by tl're geornagnetic mechanism.

As single radio pulses could not be observed above the backgroundn

an averaqing technique had to be employed. This v¡as done by rneans of

a high speed multi channel counter, which was used to record,

digitally, the output of the receiver in the time ir,terval following

the arrival of the shower. Although eliminating observer bias, this
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device did not allow the exclusion of excessively noisy eventsr and

also did not allow the signal to be extracted from the noise by means

of quadratic subtraction, although thè error introcluced is smalt [10].

fn order to test for thre presence of spurious sÍgnals, the apparatus

!,ras operatecl with radio and Cerenkov beams out of aligrunent. Ìilo

signal was observed. Th¡is would appear to confirm not only that the

apparatus was free from interference, but also that the assunption of

a radiated field, originating high above the array' implicit in the

calculation of the antenna response, tlras correct.

However, the field strengths guoted, particularly at 6 MHz would

appear to be underestimated, for no allowance has been made for the

lateral distrÍbution of the radiation. The calcultion of the antenna

gain, an6 hence the field strength was macle under the assumption that

the antenna r¡JaS illuminatecl uniformly over its aperture. Thus the

field strength estimate is based on the average poi{er absorbed over

ttre vfrole array, not the larger intensity which could be expected in

the region near the core. It is difficult to estimate a eorrection,

as there is no information on the lateral distribution at these

frequencies. If the lateral distribution is the same as that at 22

MHz LI2l the field will be underestimated by a factor of about 10' but

it is probably more reasonable to assume that Lhe wiclth of the

distribution is proportional to wavelength lzl-l, in r',frich case the

field is underestimated by factors of about 3 at 6 MHz, and about 2 at

2 MHz. This 2 MHz result is still compatible with the Haverah Park

measurement, particularly aS this r,¡outd also be increased by a

correction for lateral distribution, but the 6 MHz fielcl is now

greater than thre 3.6 Mllz result; the correction to the latter would be

srnaIl as the antenna was close to the cores of the showers detected.
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4.I.2 Summary of Previous Results

The correction to the 6 MHz field strength clestroys the srnooth

spectrum of Felgate and Stubbs [10], for the 6 Mflz measurement is now

greater than tl¡at at 3.6MHz. Nevertheless, the fact remaíns Ehat

three indepencìent groups, tr,rÐ of them with a good deal of experience

in the fie1d, observed fiel<1 strengths very much greater than those

expected and observed in the 20-120 MHz band, and, as Allan has shown,

completely inexplicable in terms of eonventional theories tlll " The

range of techniques used to detect sho\n¡ers, whose size ranged over 3

orders of magnitude, an<l the variety of radio syst,ems used would

appear to exclude Lhe contention that they are all subject to some

common spurious effeet.

4.2 Present Experimental I¡trork at 2 MHz

4.2.I PartÍcle Trigger Exfieriments

Tl¡e 2 MHz field strengths quoted above suggest that showers of

primary energy above 1015 eV should produce pulses ruhich are clearly

observable above the daytime noise at a q:iet site, and so an

experirneÌrt was set up to observe these pulses.

Ttre Buckland Park antenna array consists of 89 pairs of crossecì

half-wave dipoles arranged on a square lattice wiLh 95 m spacing, and

covering an area approximately 1 km in diameter 1221. fhe dipoles are

matched into the connecting cables by 'baluns¡, tuned to enable

operation at both 1.98 MHz, and its third harmonic 5.96 MÍ12. The
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cables connecting the antennae to the central hut are all cut to

etectrical lengths which are multiples of a half wavelength (at 1.98

MHz) ensuring that sÍgnals from the zenith all arrive at the central

site in phase.

The receiver used had a 3<18 passbancl from 1.7 to 2.4 MHz, n¡ith a

maximum gain of B5dB at the centre frequency. No detector stage vlas

used. Recording of the r"f. signal was by means of a BiomatÍon

Transient Recorder (Model 610) . This der,'ice consists of a high speed

6 bit analogue to digital eonverter (ÀIrc) , a 256 word shift register

memory, and a digital to analogue (DAC) output staqe, with associatecl

control circuitry" In operation, Lhe ADC can be macle to continually

sample and digitj.ze the input signal, at a preset- salnpl-e rate' and

store iLs output in successive words of the Shift register, earlier

data beíng discarded at the end of the register as current riata are

addecl at the beginning. Thus, ât any time, the shift register

contains a record of the input signal for the preceding 256 sample

intervals. On command, storage of data may be effected by contj.nually

circul.ating the data in the shift register, returning the dala

discarded at the end to the beginning of the regisl-er. By clelayíng

the beginning of storage for a suitable time after receipt of a

trigger, data prececìing or following the trigger can be stored.

Ortput can be effected either digitally t ot t using the DAC' as

analogue signal, in rvhich case onl-y 224 data words are available" For

this experiment, the sample interval was 0.1 usec, the storage delay

was adjusted so that the shower arrival tdas near the centre of the

output record, ancl output was to a chart recorder. lhus for each

'event a 22 usec sample of reeeiver output, inclucling the shower

arrival was available for analysis.
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Showers were detected by means of a coincidence between any 3 of the

I m sq scintillator counters A F G H (Figure 4-1) of the Buckland

Park air shower array. The minimum shower size was about 105

particles.

As a preliminary experiment, only one dipole ( (I) of Figure 4-1) uns

used as antenna, and it was conneeted dÍrectly to the 50"Èinput

im¡redance receiver. About 500 events \^tere recorded, and of these 157

quiet traces v¡ere examined for the presence of bandwidth limited

pulses innnediately following the shower arrival. No clear unambiguous

pulses, st-anding well above the noise were observed. A more carefuL

check was made by examining 3 separate regions, each 2"2 us rvide (i.e.

approxi.rnatety one reciprocal bandwicith), one before Lhe shower

arrival, one inrnediately after the trigger, and one approximately 5

usec later. For each event, these three regions \"Jere compared to see

qùrich contained the largest pulse; traces in rvhich two v¡ere equal

being disregarded. No excess of pulses in the expectation region was

observed under this criterion.

Tt¡is result was a surprise, as showers of this size were expected to

-1 -'lproduce field strengths above 5 uV m - MHz -, which should have

been readily observable during quÍet periods. A more set'lsitive

experiment was therefore undertaken to check ttris contradiction.

For this experiment, four Eål polarised dipoles ( (1), (2), (3) ard

(4) of lrigure 4-1) vrere connected as a broadside artayt to give

greater gain at the zenith, and some reCuction of noise from the

horizon. A good deal of attention was paid to matching the antenna to

the receiver, however as the dipoles became highly reactive away from

resonance, the usable bandwidth was restricted È-o about 400 kHz. Some
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adjustments were made to the receiver passband, in order to give a

steeper cut-off at lower frequencies, so as to reduce the interference

from radio Lransmissions at a freg:ency of 1.6 MHz" The shower

detection criterion was changed to a coinciclence between 3 of ABDE,

and 2 of FGH, but the threshold shower size was still about 105

particles. The recording system v/as unchanged.

As it novü appeared that the S,/N ratio would be low, it u¡as necessary

to a1low for tLre background noise. T'his was done using the technique

describecl by AIJ.an t8l and used generally in this work 17 u 12, 151.

Às the irnpulse from the EAS signal r,¡ill occur at a random time

relative to the background noise, the output of the receiver willr on

the average, contain the signal aucl noise ad<led in quadrature. Thus

t.o extract the signal fron the noise, the amplitude at the time the

ËAS associated pulse is expected, and thus representing the signal

plus noise, is squared, ancì the mean squared ncise, determined from

measurements at otl¡er tirnes on the trace, subtracted. The resultt

when averaged over a number of events is the mean squared signal for

those events. The only significant variation in the technique is the

number of samples of noise taken on each trace; generally more santples

give a better est.imate of noise, and thus signal, especially when the

S,zN ratio is low.

After rejecting traces in which the noÍse level exeeeded a

pre-determineri level , 396 events were available for analysis. I'br

each trace the amplitucle \das measured in Seven 2 us wide regions - the

expectation region immediately following the shower arrival, and six

others, t\¿o preceding the shower, and four following. The mean Square

amplitude for each time region \das calculated and the results are

shown in Figure 4-2; there is no evicience for any pulse assocÍated
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with Lhe showers. The gain of the antenna was estimated to be 12, and

from this a 958 confidence level upper limit for any signal assocíated

with the shower was estirnated at 0.3 uV ,n-I ¡lHr-l. Ttris is to be

compared with Stubbsr figure of I uV m-I ¡"tHz-l for showers at

least 3 times smaller t9l.

4.2.2 Cerenkov Triqger Experiments

After this failure to detect 2 MHz pulses, it was decided to repeat

the original experiment of Stubbs.

Showers were detecLed by means of their Cerenkov light, using tv¡o

II2 cm dÍameter searchlight mirrors, each with an RCA 6199

photomultiplier at its focusr âs detectors. The mirrors were

carefully aligned, so that the axis of each detector was vertical' and

h'ere swept $rith warm air to prevent misting. Each photomultiplier

output was fed to a discriminator and a shower arrival v/as indicated

by a coíncidence between them. The ¡nean rate of detect.ion was about

five st¡owers per hour, corresponding to a minimum primary energy of

about 3xtot4 ev [23].

All 89 E-W polarised dipoles of the antenna array were connected

together, Lo form a broadside antenna giving a pencil beam of

half+¡idth 40, dÍrected at the zenith. The signal from the antenna

was matched, by means of a length of 705tcab1e, into the S0ftinput of

a solid state receiver. The bandwidth was 30 kEz, centred on 1.98

MHz. The undetecLed receiver output was recorded with a transient

recorder and chart recorderr âs previously described. The sample

interval was 0.1 usec, thus 22 usec of receiver output were recorded

for each evenL. Ttre only changes made to Stubbsr apparatus were (1)
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replacing the discriminator and coincidence unit with co¡runercial NI¡4

units, (2) replacing the receiver with a nev, solicl state unit, with

improved skirt selectivity, and (3) using the transient recorder

chart recorder combination rather than the multi-charurel eounter.

This last change vras responsible for a considerable improvement in the

sensitivity of the experirnent, as exeessively noisy events could be

rejected. It was founcl that a large contribution to the mean

bacl<ground noise was made by bursts of high intensity noise, lasting

for from 0"1 to 2 seconds, and rejecting events during these periods

resulterl in a rnarked reduction in the apparent background. This

ctrange also allorved correct qr:adratic extraction of the signal, but as

witl be seen, this was unimportant.

Ttre apparaLus was run on clear moonless nights in February and March

1975t and 214 events were recorded. After rejection of noisy events,

139 were available for analysis. The maximum peak to peak excursion

wäs measured in five 42 usec wide regions, inclucìing the expected

pulse location inunediately following the shower arrival. The

amplitucies for all traces trere sq:ared and added and the r.m.s.

signal for each region calculated. The resull- is shown in Figure 4-3.

It ís apparent that there is no signal assoeiated vüith ttre arrival of

the shower. lhe upper 1Ímit for any such signal h¡as estimated at

about 0.1 uV ^-l mH"-l (958 confidence level) again to be compared

with stubbs' I uv rn-r vtlz-I .

A nunber of checl<s were made to determine whether this discrepancy

was due to some artefact of the experiment. the reading of the charts

was repeated by an independent reader. No significant systematic

errors r,Vere reve.rle.J¡ and the Same result vüas obtained. A linear

adclition of traces, simulating the operation of Stubbsr counter, also
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failed to reveal any signal.

It has been observeci that a too rigorous rejection of noisy evenl-s

cân lead to a reduction in signal' as genuine signals can be rejectecl

as noise l7l. Ttris was consiciered an unlikely source of errorr âs

most of Lhe rejected events were well above the noise thresholci, few

being brderline cases. However, the analysis $/as repeated using

relaxed noise rejection criteria; no signal was seen.

Tt¡e most Iíkely source of error considered was ineorrect alignment

of the Cerenkov beam with the antenna beam. Follovríng Stubbs, the

latter was assumed to be vertical, as during construct-.ion a good deal

of effort was made to ensure that all antennae fed in phase 1241" The

mirrors were adjusteci by allowing a I cm steel ball to ro11 to the

lowest point of the mirror, which htas then adjusted so that the lowest

point coincided with the optical centre marked by the manufacLurer. A

plumb bob was then usecl to ensure that the photornultiplier v{as

positioned vertically above this point. Ttre techniqr-re v/as easy anci

gave consistent results, an error of 10 being readily detectecl. 11re

atignment was checked by focussing the images of stars onto the faces

of the photomultipliers. Furlher evidence Lhat the optical axes were

parallel was obtained by monitoring the single photomr-rJ.tiplier count

rates as well as the coincidences. At discrimination levels well

above background ncise, more than 608 of pulses in one tube were

accompanied by a pulse ín the other" The output of a I me

scintillator (B of Figure 4-1) approximately 20 m from the Cerenkov

detector showed that. partictes were arriving in coincide¡rce v¡ith the

Cerenkov trigger, and v¿as consistent with the estimate of the shower

energy. Careful checks of the receíver usecl revealed no abnormality.
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It was thus considered unlikely that the nuIl result of the

experiment was due to an experimental defect.

4.2.3 Analysis of an Experiment at 3.6 MHz

These failures Lo detect 2 Mllz pulses raised doubts on the reporLed

observations at other frequencies, and Dr J.H. Hough was approached

for further information on the 3.6 MHz experiment. He very generously

alloweci the author to examine the records from a previously unanalysed

3.6 MHz experiment.

The experiment had been conducteci at Pentictonr B.C.r using tlre

University of Calgary scintíllator array t151. The antenna $/as a 3.6

MHz folded dipole, polarised E{{ and suspencied l0 m above the ground"

The undetected output from the receiver vùas disptayed on an

oscilliscope screen, and photographed whenever a trigger ülas received

from the scintillator array. Ttre system bandwidth was 0.4 MHz. 'Ihus,

for each event a film record of 20 usec of receiver output, and full

shower analysis (i.e. size, core location and axis direction) was

available. Ttre mean shower size was about 2.106 particles.

After excluding all events wtrere the noise exceeded a pre-determined

level, and those where the film image vJaS too faint for accurate

reading, 568 er¡ents remained. The peak to peak amplitude of the trace

was measured at fourteen points, Seven in a 3.6 usec interval

containing the air sho'¡er arrival and seven in a similar interval 4.5

usec later. The amplitudes were squared ancl acldecl, and the resulting

rms amplitucle for each sample poÍnt is shown in Figure 4-4. There is

no evidence for any signal associated \^¡ith the shower.
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Various subsets of the shov¡ers were examined to see if any signal

cc¡ulcl be observed. In particrrlar: the 44 largest showers, the 30

sho$rers \,vith largest (size x geomagnetic factor) ancl 6B particularly

quiet events \^/ere exarnined, but no signal was observecl in any Case.

The up¡:er limit, at the 95å level , for any excess signal at t-he

reeeiver input was 1.2 uV. h'rom this, the maximum field strength

producerl by a shower of size 2xI06 particles, was estimated to be

about. 0,5 uv ,r¡1 mur-l. îtris should be compared with Hough et

al's figure of 2.5 uV t-Ì mHr-l for showers of mealì size 5x105

particles.

4"2.4 Assoc iaLion Between Rrlses at 2l{I1z and 100 kHz

As will be <lescribed in the following chapter, several short

experinents were conducl-ed during the setting up of the 100 kHz

recor:rJing system. fn one of these, both 100 kHz and 2 MHz signals

were recorded simultaneously, the 2 MHz using the four antenna system

previously described, ancl the 100 klHz using anl-enna AI and the

recorcling system described in Chapter 5. During Lhis run large pulses

were deLected by the 100 kHz system.

After rejecting noisy events, 94 2 MHz traces remained, and they

were analysed in the manner previously described. Figure 4-5a shows

the result." the 100 kHz records were norv examined for the presence of

large sti.guals, an<l 30 events were selected. The rms amplitudes for

Lhe corresg>ndinE 2 MHz traces were calculated, and are shown in

Figure 4-51:.
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There is no indication in either case of any 2 MHz signal produced

estimatedby the showers. Ttre upper liniits for any such signal \^iere

at 0.4 uv m-l ¡,tHz-l and 0.5 uv rfr uHz-l respectively.

These results shour1d be treated with some caution. As will be

described in Chapter 5, this run was a pilot run, intencled to test the

recording system, and ensure that no Ínterference hTaS present in or

generated by the apparatL¡s. Consequently calibrations and other tests

were not carried out as thoroughly as in the regular runs clescribed

earlier. However, when after the disappearance of the 100 kHz

signals, it. became apparent that the experiment might not be able to

be repeated, the sysLem was rechecked carefully. No sources of error

were found, an<l the calibrations were found to be correct"

thus, although no Source of error Ís known, these problems, and the

relatively smatl nunber of events available, reduce the rveight which

should be accorde<i to the result.

Although the obvious implication of this result is that the 2 MHz

and I00 kllz signals are not due to a common mechanism, this conclusion

cannot be reached without knowing the 100 kHz field strength <luring

periods in which 2 MHz pulses were observed. It may be that the 100

kHz signals at such times are much larger than those so far observed.

4.3 Further Reported Work at 2 Mlfz

lrlhile these 2 MHz experiments were in progress two other experiments

at this frequency r.vere reported" one was performed at Yakutsk l4l,

where, although some signals were observed, no signal as large as

one-tenth of the previously reported field [8' 9] was observed' even
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with showers as large as l0B particles. TL¡e other experiment v/as

Haverah Park, where Allan et aI. [1] were also unable to detect

at

äny

signal. Tt¡ey estimated an upper limit of 0.6 uV for 1017 ev showers

this value is cornparable with the signal expecËed from the

geomagnetic mechanism.

Both these results are in sharp disagreement with the early, high

field strengths reported, and are consistent with the lack of signáI

reported here.
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CHAE|TER FIVE

EAS ASSOCIATED RADIO PULSES AT A FREQUENCY OF IOO KHZ

5.1 Discovery of 100 KHz Pulses

As has been noted, the conventional theories of radio ernission

(geomagnetíc and charge excess) predict a monotonic fall in signal

strength at low frequencies. Thre reported rise in signal betleen 22

MHz and 2MHz thus aroused interest in the behaviour at still lower

frequencies.

Immediately below 2v1\z, the presence of mediun v/ave broadcasting

makes detection of small signals difficult, but in Australia, the

frequency region belov¡ this band (i.e. < 500 KHz) is relatively

unused. Taking advantage of this, Clay and Gregory llr2) performed a

search for radio pulses at 100 KHz. Ttle results were speetaeular.

Iarge pulses, standing well above the noise were observed on a large

number of event-s; the mean signal to noise ratio utâS about 2t far

greater than that observed at any other frequency. The field str:ength

measured was huncireds of tímes greater than that observed at. 2 MHz

13,41 and indeed was consistent with an extrapolation of Fe1gate and

Stubbs I s¡rectrtrn I5l . A second unexpected result \,\¡aS that the

observed pulse amplitudes vrere variable, both diurnal variations, ancl

irregular fluctuations on a timescale of a few days being observerl.

These results were even more wildly at variance with theory than
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those aL 2 MHz t6l. In particular, calculaLions sholed that if the

spectrum continuecl rising for an octave or so belolv 100 Kllzr the total

energy in the radio pulse woul<j approach the total shower energy. It

wais obvious, if the result was not spurious, that this was Some new

phenomenon.

A great deal of effort was appl-ied to ensuring t-hat no spurious

effects were present" Random pulses were fed, in various waysr into

the shov¿er detecting systern, in order to trígger the recording system.

No signal was observe<l in coincidence wittl these 'artificial showersr.

In order to check the possibility of pulses being picked up from the

scintillation detector cables or pùrotomultipliersr runs rvere macle v¡ith

the EFII supply disconnected from each delector in t-urn. Only slight

changes in signal strength, which could be explaine<1 by the clÍfferent

shower triggering conditionsr were observed.

Although no shower analysis v¡as available, a positÍve correlation

between signal strength and shower size vüas observed. fn one

experiment, the sholver triggerinq thresholds were increased; t'he mean

pulse amplitude was found to increase also. In a second experiment,

the outputs of discriminators connected to the scíntillation cletectors

F, G and H (Figure 5.1-) (v¡trich were not usecì to obtain an EAS trigger)

were recorded. a positive correlation between L00 KIìz signal and the

number of sites recording particle densities above the discriminaLor

thresholds, was obtainecl. Both of these experiments indicated that

larger showers prodLrced larger 100 KIlz signals, a result unlil<ely to

be obtained from spurious signals originating in the recording

electronics, although it does nol- excl-ude the possibility of pick-up

from apparatus carrying particle density signals 17l "
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These tests appeared to confirm that the radiation detected was not

of spurious origin. An attempL was made to measure the lateral

distribution, using an antenna approxirnately 400 m from the array, but

tlris attempt failed, as the fluctuations in pulse amplitude became so

large that it was impossible to obtain valid estimates of the mean

signal. signals $rere, however, observed at the 400 m site [7].

Shortly after ttris, the signals disappeared completely. þart from

intermittent monitoring, which shov¡ed that the signals returned in the

following sunmer [7], no further experiments were performed by Clay

and Gregory.

5.2 Expe rimental l¡Iork at 100 KHz

Following the completion of the 2 MHz experiments, work was

commenced at 100 KHz. The first aim was to check the validity of Lhe

Clay4re<¡ory results, chiefly by an exhaustive check of possible

sources of interference. If the effect was founcl to be genuine, then

further experiments to determÍne the relationships between pulse size

and shower parameters v¡cuId be performed.

A modified recording system (described in the following section)

began operat.ing in Deceml:er I974r ând immediately t00 KHz pulses' for

wtrich no spurious cause could be found, were observed. A series of

short pilot experiments were then undertaken, in order to test various

aspects of the SySLern, while the EA,S particle recording system \^/as

completed. These experiments were abruptly terminated v¡hen the local

rabbits developed a taste for cables, makinq it necessary for all

unburied cables to be raised above their reach. All apparatus vras

completed in lr{arch 1975, and recording of tr¡o 100 KHz channels, and
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shower parameters commenced. Recorrling continued for 10 days, and

strong 100 KHz pulses were observed. I{owever, a faul.t developed in

the shower recording system, and during repairs, it was found that a

change in a colleaguers experiment had contaminated some of the

prevÍous events by adding a spurious signal to the observed puIse.

(This contamination, and its treatment, is discussed in Section

5.2.2.) Eight days 1ater, when recording recomrnenced after completion

of repairs, no signal coul-rl be observed. Recording continueci for

several months, but. without success"

This behaviour seemed to confirm the seasonal effects observed by

Clay and Gregory lI,2l, although the observable period seemecl raLher

shorter, ancl the pulses were expected to return Ín the followinq

summer. Further extension of the recording system, with adciitional

antennae, and a device for recording the earth's electric field were

prepared in anticipation, however no signal was observecl during the

summer 1975-76. Monitoring continued to the suinmer 1976-77 " Again no

clear signal was observed, although there was some indication of weak

pulses during one week in early 1977 "

The available clata thus consist maínly of a 10-c1ay run in March

L975, with ful1 shower analysis, the radÍo pulses being recorded with

antennae A, an<1 A, of Figure 5.1. Data f rom l-he short test runs

between December 1974 and February 1975 were generally without shower

analysis, however some of thiese events could be used, particularly to

compare various antennae systems. This is obvÍously noL enough data

to enable the parameters of 100 I(Hz radiation to be fully

investigatecì, particularly as the mean pulse amplitude appeared to

ftuct.uate a good deal in the first period. Holvever, the data l¡/as

sufficient to show some relationships between parametersn and these
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are discttssed in the following sections.

5.2.I Apparatus

A1tlæugh Clay anci Gregory were unable to find any spurior.rs source

for the 100 KHz pulses they observed, it was decicied, in vieiv of the

unusual nature of the effect, to use a ne\t¡ system for these further

experiments" The three most. important changes were the rnounting of

the (battery powered) receivers directly below the antennae, rather

tt¡an in the recording caravan; the resiting of the radio recording

equipnent in a seeoncl caravan, separate from the BAS recorciing

equipnent; ar¡d the use of antennae at s;ome distance from the EAS

recording caravan. Ttre main aim of these changes was to relnove the

radio system frorn the vicinity of possible sources of interference in

tJ:e particle system, however, the first change had the desirable

effect of minimising the capacitive loacìing of the antennae"

Ttre location of the radio equipnent is sho'¡¡n in Figure 5.1. AO is

Clay ancl Gregory's original antennar A, and A, are similar, that is,

approximately 95 m long, and suspended abcut 3 m above ground. Each

receiver is fed froln the eastern end of the antenna, through about 2 m

of bare wire, and I ¡n of coaxial cable. It{ is the tnrcnopoler antenna,

a I0 rn length of v¡ire, supported vertically by a t¡ooden pole and

feeding a receiver at its fool-n through l. rn of coaxial cable.

The rarlio recording equipnent \{as housed in caravan C?" Each

receiver was fed through a high pass filter, designed particularly to

reduce interference pickecì up aL a frequency of about 30 Rtlz, to a

Biomation 6l-0 Transient Recorder Cliart recorcler combinationo as
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described in the previous chapter. Tt¡e sampl-ing rate t¡sed on the

transierrt recordc.r was 1 usec, thus about 220 usec of receiver output

lvas recorded for each event. Approximate timing information was

obtained by producing a blank event every 2 hours.

The receivers usecl, with banciwidth of B0 I{Hz, centred on 100 RHz,

were identical with the one used by Clay and Gregory'

The air shower recording equí1:nent was in caravan Cl. The air

shcrrver Lriggering cr:iterion hlas again 3 of A, B, D or E, and 2 of. F, G

or H, as in thre 2 l"1l'lz experiment; the minimum shower size htas about

tr
l0'particles.

5.2" 1.1 Tests for SPu rious Responses

Î\aro general approaches available to show that signaJ-s are not

spurious are firstlyo to anticipate possible interferellce sources, ancl

show that they are not. responsible for the observed signals, an<1

secondly Lo show that the signals have properties (e.9. correlal-ion

with EAS parameters) whrich r,vculd not be expected v'¡ith spurious

mechanisms. Neither technique,is foolproof, as they are both baseci on

preconceived notions of the properties of signal or interference; both

were used in this cclsê"

In the first âHproa.ch' EAS derived signals were systematically

replaced r.vj.Lh trandom' signaIs, and the receiver output was checked

for the presence of (spurious) signals. fnÍs hras a fairly simpJ'e

maLter for signals insicie the recording caravan,' the whole recording

system could be tric¡qered by replacing the pulses from the particle

detectors with p,rlse generator signalsr oF by changing the coincidence
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ârrangements so that the array triggered off the (unaccompanied)

signal from each detector in turn. The latter also testecl for pick-up

produced by Lhe scintillation cletectors, and Lheir associated cables;

a further test of this section of the appâratus \,fas made by

introducing large pulses ínto the detector preampl Í f iers ' anci

triggering off these. No signal v¡as observed associated with any of

these non-BAS triggers" In adrlition, a large amplitude 100 KHz

sine**rave signal was injected j.nto all signal-carrying cables in the

EA$ array. Again no signal was observed on the receiver output.

fne original experiments of Clay anci Gregory used only the fast

timing section of the EAS array to detect shoh¡ers, the remaining sites

were not operating. A test n'as Lherefore made by detecling showers

with the rslowr arrây ouIy,' the slight change of signal observed v/as

consistent with t-he change in shov¡er size resulting from the changed

coincidence requi remenL.

The second approach to Lhe identification of spurious signals v'ras

based on the assumfrtion that EAS associated signals woulcì be

correLated wi.th the sholver size" As will be shotn¡n in Section 5.2.3.3

this was foun<l to be the case. this does not elíminate the contention

that a spurious signal was produced by the output of a particle

density detector , f.or this would also be expected to h:e correlatecl

with shower size. Hov,/ever, as can be seen in Figure 5.2, the

depenclence of 100 I(Hz signal on density at the cietector D is very

weak, and is even weaker for the other detectors"

Furtlrer evirlence for t-he depenclence of 100 KHz sígna1 on EAS size,

but indepenc.lence from the pulses representing particle densities, vrtas

obtained in ¿l run in wttich Lhe EITI supply to the particle detector
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photomultipliers was reduced by 100 V. This resulted in the detector

gains being reduced by a factor of about 2, thus the minÍmum size of

showers triggering the array was doubled, while the detector signals

were unchanged. Tire ratio of the mean 100 KFlz signal during this run

to tlrat obtainecl before and after was 2.7 t.0.6.

Thus, tvn independent experiments show a relationship between sl-lower

size and signal, and in addition, a smaller but significant clependence

of sÍgnaì- on the shower core location will be demonstrated (Section

5.2.3.4). Both of these properties are reasonabLe a pri.ori

assurnptions about the behaviour of EA'S generated signals, and appear

unlikely to be satisfíed by a spurious mechanism. It is conclucled

that the I0O KHz signals observed are not a spurious artifact of the

experiment.

5.2"2 Analysis

Íne technique used to extract the signal from the backgrounci noise

was similar to that used in the 2.\Êlz experiments. As the signal to

noise raLio v\¡as generally high, the noise was estimated by measuring

the maximum p-p amplitude in only three 30 usec wide intervals, two

innnecìiately preceding the air shower arrival, an<ì one Some 7A usec

later. The signal plus noise rdas rneasured as the maximum amplitucle in

a similar intervaL commencing at the time of shower arrival (tlæ

expectation region). EVentS with the background noise above a

predetermined criterion were rejected, and in order to be more certain

that noise pulses were not includecl as signal, isolated quíet event's

in otherwise noisy conclitions were also rejected-
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As has been noted, much of the data \{as contaminatecl with pulses

produced by a colleaguets apparat-us. The pulses v/ere founcl to be

entering the I00 I(Hz system via the antennae, ancl occurred

approximatety 750 ns after the air shower arrival. As this time is

much less than one period at 100 KHz, this pulse would be expected to

add linearly to any EAS generated signal"

Some evicience for this assumpl-ion is presented in lrigure 5"3, wheret

using the methods outlined in Section 5.3"3 following, the pulse

ampliturde from antenna A, has been plol-ted against shower size.

Figure 5.3 (a) was taken from data recorded before the advent of the

interference, while Figure 5.3(b) represents the bulk of the dat-a,

including interference. Both sets of data are consistent lvith a

straight line, the difference in slopes being due .to the different

mean signal. Ttre amplitude of the Ínterference was measured to be 9"5

units, in excellent agreement with the intercept in Figure 5.3(b).

Interpreting Figure 5.3(b) as a linear size depenclence with the

addition of a constant interference signal, leads to the concl.usion

tha'c the true signal can be obtained by linear subtraction of the 9"5

unit inLerference. Ttlis correction has been made wherever necessary.

It shoukl perhaps be notecl that the interference could be recall-ed

at will: the true signal could nol--

5"2.3 Results

5"2.3.L trield strenqth measurement

The field strength estimates made by C1a1z ¿¡¡fl Gregory suffered from
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the disadvantage that the antenna used was attached to one of the

poles of the 2 Mllz antenna array, and thus was in cLose proxirnity to

the 2 lr,lHz feeder cables. To overcome this problem a new anlenna was

built, consisting of a l0 m vertical wire, supported on a wooden pole

local-ed eg:idistant between 4 of the 2 MI{z antenna poles (point M of

figure 5.1). The receiver, mounted at its base was fed thrrough about

I m of coaxial cable. Six 20 m long copper wires vJere buried,

radiating from the antenna to form a ground plane. Tltis antenna was

used to measure the background noise level, using the method ciescribed

byWaLt. [B], anci the result is shown in Figure 5.4, together with the

predicted noise level t8l. The observeci noise leve1 was typically 4

to 6 db below the predictions. Some of this discrepancy was cltte to

t}¡e receiver saturating during excessively noisy periods, while it

woulcl also be expected that the surrouncling 2 Ytlz array might modify

the observed field.

Only a few events (63) were recorded on this antenna an<l available

for calculation of the mean signal field strength. However,

examination of the pulses recorded simult-aneor.rsly on the horizontal

antenna A, showeci that their amplitudes were tlpical of the v¡hole

period, although only about 708 of the overall mean" The vertical

component of the mean pulse fiel-d strengthr âS recorded on the

mo¡opole antenna v¡as calculated, again using the method of Watt [B],

and was found to be 150 uV .-l lulHr-l. Allowing for the lower mean

fiel<l strength for this period, the overall mean field strength from

showers of about 3x105 particles was 200 uv m-l tutrlz-I. Although

this measurement is only half of the mean signal reported by Clay and

Grutrory, ít is well within the observed range of variation.
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5.2.3.2 Signal Strenqth VariatÍons

Clay and Gregory observed that the mean 100 KHz signal varied,

diurnally, and also on a time scale of several days. This effect

investigatecì by measuring the mean signal, from antenna 41,

four-hour intervals over the 10-day period of the experiment.

result is shown in Figure 5.5 ; an overalt decline in amplitude

the period is apparenL. Eight days laterr âs already noted,

signal could not be observed at all; it had declined to less than

of its previous value. Chranges of this scale are comparable

those observed by Clay and Gregory.

A more rigorous noise selection criterion was no\^¡ applied to

clata used in the previous section, and the resulting events

sorted into six shower size groups. Ttre noise threshold t'\tas

both

\.VAS

in

The

over

the

108

v¡ith

It has been suggested by many colleagues that atmosplieric conditi.ons

may be responsible for the signal variations' either directly' b)'

affecting the ernission mechanismr oF by an indirect effect, for

example on the antenna characteristics. An indication of the weatllert

including the maximum temperature and humidity, is included in Figure

5.5 : no effect is evidetrt. The weather remained warm and fine for

the week follovring this period, during which the signals disaprpeareC"

The mean diurnal variation obtained is shov¡n in Figure 5.6, with

Clay and Gre"gory's data for comparison. The rnagniLude of the

variat.ion is similar, but the phase is different, and tltus this data

does not support the suggested geoelectric rnechanism [1].

5"2.3.3 Shower Size Dependence

the

were

then
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relaxed some\,/hat for the two largest shower size groups, resulting in

a total of 143 shovüers being .selected" the mean signal. in each shower

size group was then caÌculateci, and the result is shown in Figure 5.7.

Ttie fourteen largesl- showers are also pl.oLted indivÍduaIly on this

figure, the mean S,/N ratio f<¡r these showers being greater than 3. It

is eviclent- that there is a strong linear depenclence of signal

amplitlrde on shov¡er size (correlation coefficient 12 = 0.95).

It may be argued t-hat the 100 KHz pulses are a purely l-oca1 effect,

for example, caused by the discharge of the atrnospheric electric field

ín the irrunedj.ate vicinity of the antenna. 1'his would be expecteci to

produce a strong correLation between pulse amplitude and l.ocal-

particle clensity" In Figure 5"8 the pulse amplitude of the J.4 largest.

showers is plotted aqainst t-he number of electrons falling within I m

of the antenna. The rc.lationship is obviously very much weaker than

that with shorver size and can be explained by the correl.ation betl'¿een

the partícle clensíty at the antenna ancl shower size. (On1y tþe

largest- showers were investigated in this way; small showers showed a

stronger relationshÍ.p" Thís is because, as the sma1l showers were

detectecl only if their cores fell in a fairly small region (near

detector C) , charlges in anLenna density \,vere Strongly dependent on

shower size.)

5.2"3.4 Lateral Distribution

As the 100 KFIz pulses from the showers useci in the previous section

were measurecl on ttvo antennae (4, ard A, of Figure 5"1) spaced 95 m

apart, it was ¡r,cssible to measure the l-ateral distribution of the

pulses out to core dj.stances of about 200 m"
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By measuríng the background noise observed by both antenna-receiver

combinations, the relative system gain l¡¡as calculated; both for

average background levels, and for impulsive noise. The ratios v;ere

the same, anri equal to the ratio of receiver gains measured in tl:te

laboratory, indicating that tlre antenna characteristics were similar.

Ttre analysis of the relatÍonship between shower size and pulse

amplitude was novü repeateC, using antenna A2" A similar straight

line plot was obtainecì, l:ut the slope, after allowing for the receiver

gaín difference was 0.67 t. 0.13 of that obtainecl with antenna Al,

indicating that the field was reduced by this amount.

TLre showers were nol sub-ciivicled into three groups, according to the

distance of their cores frorn antenna Ar. (Again only larger showers
q

(lrle ) 6.5 t0-) were used, to avoid bÍases d.ue to the irregular

distribution of smal1 shov¿ers") The mean pulse amplitude at each

antenna was calculated, ancl these data, corrected linearly for the

small sÍze ctifferences between shower groups, are shown in Figure 5.9.

These results are consistent with an exponential distril--:ution, of the

form s'= exp (a/r), raùtere a is ap¡:roximately 200¡n. Note that tv',þ

subsLantially incìependent. experiments are represented Ín Figure 5.9,

ví2. the nreasurernent of single groups of showers on dif ferent

antennae, ancl the measurement of different gror4ts on a single antenna.

The consistency of the results gives further weight to the validity of

the data and analysis procedure.

5. 2. 3.5 furqul.ar Deperrdarce of Siqnals
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(r) zenith 1e

TLre 143 quiet showers were divided into 3 groups, with zenÍth angles

less than l5o, l5o to 35o, and greater than 35o, and the mean

signal for each group calculated. No significanL variation was

observed.

(2) Azimuth Anqle

The showers \dere divided into 4 gr:oups with azimuth angles 45o to

1350, l35o to 225o, 2250 to 3150 ancl 3150 to 45o, and the mean

signal for each group calculated. No significant variation r,ras

ol:served.

(3) Geomaqnetic AngIe

The shov¡ers were divided into 3 groups, with angles between the

shower axis and the geomagnetic fielcl, less than 15o, between l5o

anct 35o, and greater than 35o. again, no significant effect was

seen.

5.2"3.6 Pulse Frequency Spectrum

As can be seen from Figure 5.10, the shape of the EA.S associated

pulse differs from the impulse response of the receiver, implying that

the spectrum is not flat across the receiver pass-barrC. To

investigate this, several pulses with high signal to noise ratio were

digitized l>y nneasuring the amplitude at 2 usec intervals, and, using a
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fast Fouríer transform comput.er program, the Fourier components of the

waveform were calculated. In arJdition, the Fourier components of the

impulse response (obtained by a¡:plying a l00ns wide pulse to the

receiver input) and several examples of impulsive noise ori otherwise

quiet traces, were obtained in the same way; both of these spectra

agreed well with the receiver freqrency response curve. The EA'S

associated,signal, howeverr v¡as found to be strongly peaked towards

the low frequency end of the spectrum. Figure 5.ll shows the ratio of

EAS associatecl signal to impulse response across the receiver

pass-band. lhis rise towarcls low freq:encies is in qualitative

agreeinent with the spect.run presentecl by Felgate and Stubbs t5l.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLI.IDING REMARKS

Of making many books there is no
endr' anci much study is a weariness of
the flesh.

Let us hear the conclusions of the
wl¡o1e matter.

Ecclesiastes

6.1 The Observations

In a series of observations, conducted at a frequency of 2 Mllz, no

radio signal which could be assocÍated with air showers was observed.

lhis result has been supported by more recent re1:orts, but is in

direct contracliction with a nunber of previously published results.

However, at 100 kHz, the existence of strong signals was confirmed.

The mean signal was found to be proportional to shower síze, and

decreased exponentially with dístance from the shower core. No

dependence on the shorver direction was observed. Thre signal strength

was subject to wide variations, and remainecl below a detect¿ble l-evel

for many months.

6.2 The Mechanism
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At a frequency of 100 kHz, extreme fluctuations in tJre mean radio

emission from air showers have been observed directly. If the

mechanism responsible for the 100 kHz pulses can also produce pulses

at higher frequencies, it is reasonable to assume that these signals

wí11 also be variable. Tt¡is assumption can explain the contradictory

results obtained between 2 and 6 MHz, the confusion over the high

field strength observed near the core at a frequency of 22 l4Hz, and

ttre variations in lateral distribution near the core, at a frequency

of 30 MI'lz, observed by the Moscovr group. In addition, the apparent

polarization at 6 MHz would be more plar-rsibly explained by a change irr

the field strength during the experiment, than as the result of a

geomagnetic origin of the pulses. Such a postulate is weal<, for

apparent variations due to poor experimental technique can be

coneealed within it; however, the alternative appears to be that, for

the reasons discussed in Chapter 4, íncompetence is a common feature

of experirnental investigations of radio emissions from ELS (including

the present work).

High, variable fielcl strengths have also been observed in the 30 to

60 MHz frequency region, and their association with thunderstorm

activiLy has been interpreted as evidence of a geoelectric mechanism.

AL 100 kHz some very incìirect evidence for a geoelectric mechanism has

been reported, but is not supported by this work, and theoretical

consi<lerations make it unlikely that it can produce the observed low

frequency fiekl strengths.

There is no direct evidence to support any production mechanism, and

the author is quite unable to suggest a plausible explanation for

these observations.
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6.3 The Future

Itre cliscontinuance of attempts to use radio techniqtes for the study

of cosrnic ray primaries has effectively made this t^¡ork irrelevant to

the mainstreams of cosmic ray physics.

If raclio techniques haci been conLinueci as a serious tool in cosrnic

ray research, this work would certainly need further close

examinationo for serious dourbts v,¡ould be cast on any interpretation of

radj.o pulse fluctuations in terms of fluctuations in shower

devel.opment-, when an erratic, unexplained mechanism was possibly

active at frequencies only an octave below those used in the

fluct.uati on stucl ies.

Hov¿ever, if there is now little in thís subject to

interest of cosnic ray physies, the puzzle still remains.

may fÍnd a home in the field of atmospheric physics.

tfurd rn¡hat do you believe about them
now?r asked Cebes.

rÌrhy upon ny rvord, that I am verY
far from supposing that T know the
explanation of any of these ttringsl

Socrates

excÍte the

Perhaps it
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